Welcome to the 3rd Annual

Tiburon International Film Festival
March 12-18, 2004
Tiburon Playhouse Theater
The Tiburon International Film Festival is truly an exploration in world film. Filmmakers from around the world have entered their films in
the festival with the hope being a part of this yearly event. Many of them will be here during the week of the festival to present their films and be a
part of the festivities. We are once again genuinely excited about the program of films we have been fortunate enough to put together and we hope
that you will join us in experiencing all that independent filmmaking from around the world has to offer.
As the third annual installment of the TIFF comes upon us in 2004, we once again find ourselves in a world full of turmoil and unrest as cultures clash
in our ever-shrinking world. While there are no easy solutions to any of the complex issues facing our global society, we can continue to strive for a
more peaceful and understanding world. The different perspectives, viewpoints, styles, and more represented in the films have been chosen to aid
in revealing cultures that are otherwise not available to us.
See you at the Festival!

Ti bur on Fi lm S oci e ty

INSIDE

As part of our efforts to bring the world to our community through film, TIFF has formed and registered the
Tiburon Film Society, as of April 2003, to bring you, the film lovers of our community, the films that
you may have missed and or would like to see again from our festival program.
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Tickets for the 2004 Tiburon International Film Festival are available online,
at the festival office, or at the box office on the day of a film. Make sure you
get your tickets early to ensure you don’t miss any of the great films showing
this year. Also available for all you film buffs out there is the Festival Pass, a
week-long pass good for all screenings during the festival, and some special
perks.
Individaul Tickets $10 • Children (12 and under) $7 • Festival Pass $500
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com • Phone: 415.381.4123
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW
The Tiburon International Film Festival each year strives to bring the
greater Bay Area community the best that independent film has to offer, and this
year is no different. Our program of films includes 91 feature films and 136 short
films to be shown over the week of March 12-18 in the quaint confines of the
Tiburon Playhouse Theater, an ideal locale for an event such as this.
TRIBUTES
In addition to our excellent roster of independent film, this year,
we will have four tributes. One to Charlie Chaplin with two documentaries
containing many film clips that detail the actor's life and
film career. The second is to George Stevens, the great
American director of cinematic classics such as "Shane",
which we will be presenting. The western films that Stevens
and others made are a vibrant part of American cinematic
history that the TIFF aims to highlight with this tribute.
The third tribute is for Luchino Visconti, the great Italian
director of such films as Death in Venice, The Damned
and The Leopard. His groundbreaking works helped to
push film forward. Our fourth and final, but certainly not
least important tribute is to festival friend Robert Snyder, an Oscar winning
documentary director. Complete information on these tributes can be found on
page 6.
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
The TIFF is proud to this year offer a focus on local filmmakers. We
will show a collection of films made by Marin County filmmakers titled Marin
Filmmakers, a first of its kind program. Other special film programs include A
Spotlight on Polish Cinema, a presentation of the film Nine Months, starring
Hugh Grant and Julianne Moore, which was filmed in Tiburon, and the screening
of the BMW films series for those looking for a little thrill with their movie-going
experience. This is three action-packed films made by the BMW company
and directed by John Woo (Hostage), Tony Scott (Beat the Devil), and Joe
Carnahan (Ticker). The TIFF is an event for all ages, and in this vain we present
our Teen Flix program, featuring a range of short films geared toward a younger
generation. See pages 4 and 5 for complete information on all of the films to be
shown as part of our special programs.
FILMMAKERS' PANEL
The TIFF is proud to, for the first time, offer a Filmmakers’ Panel about the
challenges and issues of independent filmmaking today. For this, we welcome
Saul Zaentz (Producer of such films as The English Patient, Amadeus, One Flew
Over the Cuckoo’s Nest), Lloyd Silverman (Producer of Snow Falling on Cedars),
Brad Bird (From Pixar Pictures: Toy Story, Finding Nemo...) and others.
FILM AS A SOLUTION
As always, the TIFF is committed to using film to create an atmosphere
of greater understanding and knowledge between cultures in the hope that it
provides a basis for
solving those ills which
plague the world.
We will show several
films related to the
present,
tumultuous
situation between Palestinians and Israelis with such films as: The Road to
Jenin, Shooting Conflicts, Gaza Strip, and more. A series of films by talented
Jewish filmmakers from around the world will be shown. Films like: As if Nothing
Happened, The Barbecue People (Israel), On Hitler’s Highway (US/France/
Germany), Stealing Innocence (US), and more.
The continuing struggle for peace and democracy in Afghanistan are
documented in the films Siyamo and Return to Kandahar.
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POLITICS OF YESTERDAY AND TODAY
For a look back at a chapter of our recent history, we will show a film
about a local incident involving the Black Panthers, the radical group began in the
1960s in the Bay Area. The film is Day of the Gun and was made by an awardwinning local filmmaker.
It details the events
surrounding a prison
revolt at San Quentin
began by George
Jackson, a prisoner
and member of the Black Panthers. The film deals with his complicated history
and the events of that day that would result in several deaths including his own.
While it's important to know what lies in our history, it's also important to
know what's happening around us. These films deal with current issues that fall
outside of what the mainstream television and print media report on. We will show
Hidden in Plain Sight (US); Raymundo (Argentina); The Kidnapping of Ingrid
Betancourt (US), and more.
IRANIAN CINEMA
Several films from and about Iran will once again make an appearance
at the TIFF as part of our continuing efforts to highlight one of the world's richest
independent film homes. Be sure not to miss Mystic Iran, Taezieh, Beyond
Words, And Along Came A Spider, A Tree that Remembers, and The
Crossing.
ANIMATION
The TIFF is once again very happy to bring in some of the best and brightest in
independent film animation to this year's festival. For those who love animation
and find this art form delightful, we present Brothers, Night, Autumn, Dear
Sweet Emma (US), Exten.21 (UK), Desert Holiday Nightmare (Sweden), Love
Parade (Georgia).
FILM AND MUSIC TO MOVE YOU
Music and film go hand in hand. To highlight their amazing connection,
the TIFF has brought together a series of music-related films to stir the soul. For
music lovers, we offer these great options: Whose is this Song? (Bulgaria),
Life
On
Jupiter
(US), Bola De Nieve
(Spain/Cuba), CharkhO-Falak
(Tajikistan,
photo), Eroica! (US)
Havana
Feelings
(Cuba/Germany), Mods (France).
ACTION SPORTS
For the sports fans with an alternative itch, we present the following: NIHI,
about Nihi Kinimaka the world famous Hawaiian surfer; Yeah Right! directed by
experimental filmmaker Spike Jonez (Adaptation, Being John Malkovich) on
skateboarding; High Speed, featuring motorcycle racing all over Europe was shot
in high definition and is one of the more thrilling racing movies to come along.
This overview of the 2004 TIFF is brief and by no means touches all
that the festival has to offer; even these categories have more than what’s listed
here. We strongly encourage everyone to explore this souvenir program to get a
true feel for the films and personalities that shape this year's Tiburon International
Film Festival. Inside you'll find details about our tributes and special programs, as
well as complete listings of details and descriptions for all of our feature and short
films. The breadth of the film program is very large and has a little bit of everything
for everyone. Find your films, buy your tickets, and we’ll look forward to seeing you
at the festival. ENJOY!

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

EVENTS

A Filmmakers’ Panel Discussion

::

Sponsored by C & C Group

Filmmaking: Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow

Saul Zaentz

Brad Bird

Lloyd A. Silverman

For a look at the future of independent filmmaking, the Tiburon International Film Festival will be presenting a panel discussion with several top independent
producers on Saturday, March 13, 2004 at 11 am to discuss the challenges and the opportunities that the independent filmmakers face today. Among these
distinguished producers are Saul Zaentz (Amadeus, The English Patient, One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest…), Brad Bird (From Pixar Pictures: Finding Nemo,
Toy Story… ), Lloyd A. Silverman (Snow Falling on Cedars, Shattered Image…), and others... Be sure to check the TIFF website for full bios of thes producers
and for information about others that will joining us for this special event.
We encourage those who are interested to attend this special event to contact our office to reserve their tickets as the seats are limited.
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

•

415.381.4123

•

info@TiburonFilmFestival.com

•

1680 Tiburon Blvd., Tiburon

Ope ning and Closing Night Part ie s
Opening Night

Awards Ceremony & Closing Night Party
March 19 • 7 pm
Sam’s Anchor Cafe

March 11 • 7 pm
Servino Ristorante
The 2004 TIFF kicks off in style at Servino the night
before the first film shows as we enjoy food, drink, and
entertainment from the restaurant's beautiful view overlooking San Francisco Bay and the City's skyline.
For more information, please contact the TIFF office.

Close out the 2004 TIFF with us at Sam’s as
we celebrate the week that was and honor the
best films and filmmakers to grace this year’s
festival, as we’ll be announcing and handing
out our annual awards during this event.
Be sure to check the website for updated
details about this party.

Featuring music by Woodstock legend
Country Joe McDonald

For more information, please contact the TIFF office.

415.381.4123

•

info@TiburonFilmFestival.com

•

1680 Tiburon Blvd., Tiburon

w w w . T i b u r o n F i l m F e s t i v a l . c o m
The TIFF would like to extend a special thank you to all those businesses that participated last year in making the
2003 Tiburon International Film Festival a resounding success.
Hollywood Reporter
Marin Scope
Bay Guardian
Commuter Times
Marin Vistor
New Morning Cafe
Sam’s Anchor Cafe
Guaymas
Rooney’s Cafe & Grill

Marin Joe’s
Servino Ristorante
Cafe Liaison
Waypoint Pizza
Champagne Bakery
Shark’s Deli
Boudin Bakery
Dave & Mike’s Cafe
Paradise Cafe
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Starbucks, Strawberry Village
Boardwalk Market
Safeway
Manhattan Bagel
High Tech Burrito
Woody’s Yogurt Place
Subway, Marin Center
Pizza D’Angelo
Mill Valley Cantina

Marin Brewing Company
Sorelle Paradiso
The Candy Store
Stellar Spa
Body Time Corte Madera
Bay Club Marin
Diana’s of Tiburon
Think Personal
Shorebirds

Cindy’s Hair Salon
Party America
Euroskin Spa
Cartelligent
Main Street Properties
McGuire Real Estate
Knoepfle
Windsor Vineyards
Blinds & Designs
Giftique
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Marin Filmmakers Program
Sponsored by the Marin Independent Journal
Sunday :: March 14 :: 11:40 am
The filmmakers will join us for a Q & A session after the films
The TIFF is proud to present a showcase of some of the very talented filmmakers from our own backyard. The focus
of this festival is of course international with the hope of presenting those views, opinions, and ideas that often are not heard. Part of that has to be hearing and
seeing the art of our own filmmakers displayed on our screens. We are presenting these five
films, as part of this first-time prgram at the TIFF.

Win Each Way
Jeffrey French
2003 • 27 min
After losing everything on a dream-induced
h
horse
bbet,t Ri
Richard
h dO
Owens iis given
i
a chance
h
tto win
i it allll bback,
k
along with his dignity, on a dartboard in Northern England.

Seniors For Peace
David Brown
2003 • 26 min
A documentary on a
group of extraordinary,
passionate and articulate
anti-war seniors (aaverage age 85) from
The Redwoods in Mill Valley, CA. The
committed senior peace group grew to a
peak size of 160 members in the weeks
before the war on Iraq and continues
weekly demonstrations.

Alive
Jason Zada
2003 • 5 min
When a man is pushed to the edge, he longs to
go back to. Shed his skin and release himself
from all the headaches, frustration and speed
that is life.He remembers a time, when he felt
alive.

The Visage

The Landfill
Sharon Farrell
2001 • 56 min
Sarah, Dancer and John Paul live on the landfill; a state-owned stretch of land used for
discarded highway structures and debris. The isolation of this unique environment became their
safe haven and retreat from society until a local ordinance called for their eviction.The one-year
journey of these three individuals, as they dispute their impending eviction, attempt to hold their
ground and search for their next home base.

FILMED IN TIBURON
Did you know Tiburon and its beautiful scenery has been a back lot to many films made by well known filmmakers since 1922,
with “Moran of the Lady Letty” (With: Rudolph Valentino, Dorothy Dalton) as the first film shot in Tiburon? Even Belvedere, has
been used as the location for one film, Petulia (1968), with: Julie Christie, George C. Scott, Richard Chamberlain. Since then,
the following films were shot partially or wholly in Tiburon:
Her First Mate (1933) :: Slim Summerville, ZaSu Pitts (Directed by: William Wyler)
Magnum Force (1973) :: Clint Eastwood, Hal Holbrook, David Soul
Foul Play (1978) :: Goldie Hawn, Chevy Chase, Burgess Meredith
An Eye for an Eye (1981) :: Chuck Norris, Christopher Lee, Richard Roundtree
Nine Months (1995) :: Hugh Grant, Julianne Moore, Tom Arnold
Nutcracker (2000)
High Crimes (2003) :: Ashley Judd, Morgan Freeman
The Old Railroad Tracks of Marin County (2003)
The Californians (2004) :: Noah Wyle, Cloris Leachman, Keith Carradine

As a tribute to the Town of Tiburon, we have brought in this not-so-independent film, starring the always
charming Hugh Grant, Oscar-nominated actress Julianne Moore, and comedian Tom Arnold. The film
was shot nearly in its entirety on location in Tiburon. Director Chris Columbus (Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer’s Stone, Stepmom, Home Alone) leads the cast in this romantic comedy.
The TIFF would like to invite anyone involved in the making of Nine Months to be our guest for
the showing of the film. Just contact us and we’d be happy to have you join us for this film.
Nine Months screens Monday, March 15, 7:20 pm
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Nine Months
Director
Chris Columbus

Kirk Henderson
2003 • 40 min
A young man accepts the position
of watching over the dead body of a
spiritualist for three intense nights.
The mysterious man who offered the
job seems to know more than he lets
on about the evil that manifests itself
nightly, and by the third night, the
young man finds himself enveloped
by the same malevolence.

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

TEEN FLIX
(For ages 12 and up)
The TIFF is about bringing the world of independent film
to everyone. With that in mind we have put together a
program of short films geared toward teens, many of which
deal with issues they are facing. We’ve placed and age
minimum on these films, for though they’re not explicit,
some of the themes touch on subjects that are generally
inappropriate for younger people. Below is a quick look at
the films, and full descriptions and details are available in
the short films section.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

The BMW Films Series
BMW, the auto company, jumped into the world of film in the past couple of years with their film series featuring
some of the hottest action filmmakers Hollywood had to offer producing action-packed short films whose Hollywood stars are only outshined by the gleaming cars. Over the years, BMWs have figured prominently in many
action movies, so the company jumping into the fray itself in order to show off their product was no surprise. Directors John Woo (Windtalkers, Mission: Impossible II), Joe Carnahan (NARC), and Tony Scott (Top Gun, Spy
Game) each put forth thrilling films that feature excellent performances from actors such as Gary Oldman (Beat
the Devil), Don Cheadle (Ticker) Clive Owen (Beat the Devil, Hostage), and F. Murray Abraham (Ticker).

TICKER • Directed by Joe Carnahan • 2003 • 9 min
Cive Owen, F. Murray Abraham, and Don Cheadle star
The driver rescues a mysterious messenger carrying an even more mysterious
briefcase after an ambush on a rural highway. As a helicopter gunman
relentlessly pursues them, a game of political intrigue plays out.

Brothers
In the wee hours of the morning, two brothers are sleeping
peacefully...until one wakes up
and wants to play.

Sunday, March 14, 2:10 pm

Carter’s Wish
Adam Cagely stars as Carter
Bigelow, a 12-year-old outcast
with one simple wish. But after a
catastrophic mistake made bya somewhat absent-minded
genie, Carter finds himself amid the often hysterical, always
amazing chaos of a world in which everyone’s wishes are
coming true at random...everyone’s but his. Only Carter can
reverse this disaster, but will he succeed?

Madison Rye
Desperate to comprehend the
fleeting memories of her father’s
disappearance, 11-year-old Madison Rye searches for the aliens she believes abducted him.
She strikes up an unlikely friendship with Harry, a 50-yearold trash collector shares both Madison’s passion for space
and her alienation from the real world. Learning the true fate
of her father forces her to grow up to soon.

The Pigeon and the
Mouse
The touching tale of a charitable
spirit in an impoverished world.

Saving Worms
This autobiographical short is
about a latch-key kid, Eli, who
preys to god for a friend. When
Brent and Michael Schultz move in next door, Eli thinks his
prayers have been answered until he realizes Brent has a
terminal illness. The film deals with death, grieving, and the
value of friendship.

Sonny Listening
A young boy finds his heart and a
friend in a deserted boxing gym.

White Like the Moon
A young Mexican-American girl
struggles for her identity when
her mother forces her to bleach
her skin “white” in order to fit into the Texas “anglo” society
of the late 1950s.

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival

BEAT THE DEVIL • Directed by Tony Scott • 2003 • 9 min
Clive Owen, James Brown, and Gary Oldman star
Decades ago, the legendary James Brown sold his soul to the devil for fame
and fortune. Now he wishes to renegotiate. Hired to take Mr. Brown to a
rendezvous with the devil, the driver soon finds himself entagled.
Saturday, March 13, 10:10 pm

HOSTAGE • Directed by John Woo • 2003 • 9 min
Cive Owen, Maury Chaykin, and Kathryn Morris star
The driver races to locate kidnapped victim locked in the trunk of an abandoned
car somewhere on the water’’s edge. Linked to her only by cell phone, the
driver narrows in on her location in a desperate race against time and tide.
Saturday, March 13, 5:25 pm

Spotlight on Polish Cinema
An often unheard-from region in independent film circles, Poland has developed a budding film
culture that has begun to produce quality films to rival those of anywhere else in the world. The TIFF is
proud to present three of these films as we look to highlight the often unnoticed filmmakers that are
bringing forth film-art of great worth to the industry.

BELLISSIMA • Directed by Artur Urbanski • 2002 • 69 min
The chief aim of 15-year-old Mary's mother is to make her daughter a topnotch
model. An eventual career of the daughter is supposed to make up for all the
trials and tribulations of the mother and secure a quality life for the girl, far
surpassing that of her peers. One day, Mary decides to break free. She leaves
her home, only to discover that she is not free from weaknesses either.
Friday, March 12, 5:25 pm

MY ROAST CHICKEN • Directed by Iwona Siekierzyska • 2002 • 58 min
A young married couple with an 8-year-old son returns to Poland, after having
lived in Canada. Living with his mother, they co-exist in a cramped apartment.
The wife returns to college to complete her graduate degree in movie
directing. The husband, after numerous failed attempts to find a job, opens a
refreshment stand that features roast chicken.
Wednesday, March 17, 9:10 pm

MY TOWN • Directed by Marek Lechki • 2002 • 60 min
A poetic tale about the residents of a solitary housing block on the outskirts
of an industrial town in Silesia. All the tenants, a gallery of funny and pathetic
characters, are trying to find a way to endure in their gray, no-future reality.
The social questions of the film are a pretext for in-depth reflections on human
relations, and the abilities to cope with untoward circumstances.
Wednesday, March 17, 9:10 pm
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TRIBUTES

Charlie
Charlie Chaplin was one of the greatest and widely loved silent
movie stars. He was best known for his character, the naive and lovable
-- Little Tramp. The Little Tramp, a well-meaning man in a raggedy
suit with cane, always found himself wobbling into
awkward situations and miraculously wobbling
away. More than any other figure, it is this kindhearted character that we associate with the time
before the talkies.
Chaplin’s slapstick acrobatics made him famous, but
the subtleties of his acting made him great. While Harold Lloyd
played the daredevil, hanging from clocks,
a n d
Buster Keaton maneuvered through surreal
and complex situations, Chaplin concerned
himself with improvisation. The concern of
early theater and film was to simply keep the
audience’s attention through overdramatic
acting that exaggerated emotions, but Chaplin
saw in film an opportunity to control the environment
enough to allow subtlety to come through.
Chaplin was known as one of the most
demanding men in Hollywood. Regardless of the size the part,

Chaplin
Chaplin walked each actor through every scene. Chaplin knew that a
successful scene was not simply about the star, but about everyone
on the screen. He demanded that the entire cast work together in
every performance. Without this unity he could not express
the subtlety of character that was so important to him.
The only way to achieve that unity was to maintain complete
control over every scene. This constant attention to detail ran
many features over-time and over-budget, but the public
reaction assured him and the studios that what he was doing
worked. Though Chaplin is of the silent movie era, we see his
achievements carried through in the films of
today.
With the advent of the featurelength talkies, the need for more subtle
acting became apparent. To maintain the
audience’s attention throughout a six-reel
film, an actor needed to move beyond constant
slapstick. Chaplin's rigor and concern for the processes
of acting and directing made his films great and led the
way to a new, more sophisticated cinema. His talent and
appreciation for the art paved the way for future generations.

Charlie Chaplin: The Forgotten Years :: Wednesday, March 17, 5:20 pm • Charlie: The Life and Art of Charlie Chaplin :: Sunday March 14, 4:

Georg e Stev ens

L u c h i n o V i s c o nt i

George Stevens, considered one of the great
Hollywood directors of all time for films such as
Swing Time, Gunga Din, and Shane, which we will
be presenting in our tribute to Stevens, along with a
documentary about him and his film career made by
his son, George Stevens, Jr.
Stevens did not produce as many films during
his career as many of the other great filmmakers
of his era, but he is nonetheless placed along side
them because of the quality that he put forth. His
incredibly meticulous approach to filmmaking was
what led to their being fewer films, though it was that same attention to the most
minute details that made his films as great as they were.
Stevens breakthrough film was Alice Adams, starring Katherine
Hepburn. Be sure to join us for Shane, and celebrate his life and work in George
Stevens: A Filmmaker’s Journey, his son’s film about him.

Luchino Visconti is one of the greatest
figures in the history of Italian cinema and certainly
the grandest.
He was one of the founders of the Italian
No-Realist style, most notably La Terra Trema,
a drama documentary of outstanding beauty,
set amongst the fishing people of Sicily. Visconti
launched the careers of Francesco Rosi and Franco
Zeffirelli, his assistant directors, who both went on to
become masters of cinema themselves. He directed
Burt Lancaster in his masterpiece The Leopard.
His outrageously decadent film The Damned, set in Nazi Germany,
launched his lover, Helmut Berger, as a screen idol, and his version of Thomas
Mann’s Death in Venice, starring Dirk Bogarde, challenged contemporary sexual
taboos. His grand style owes much to opera, his first love. He is acclaimed as
Italy’s greatest ever director of its favourite art form.

George Stevens: A Filmmaker's Journey :: Saturday, March 13, 5:20 pm
Shane :: Saturday, March 13, 7:50 pm

The Life and Times of Count Luchino Visconti
Saturday, March 13, 5:15 pm

R o b e r t

S n y d e r

The Tiburon International Film Festival is proud to
welcome back Robert Snyder to our program. His film on Pablo
Casals was a highlight of the inaugural TIFF in 2001, and this year
we are proud to be showing his classic biography, Michelangelo.
This film is a return to a subject matter in which Snyder
earned an Academy Award. His previous film on the subject The
Titan: Story of Michelangelo, dealt with the life of the man, while
this film lets the story of the man and the artist be told by the artist
himself through his art.
Although Snyder has found the biography to be his
favorite form, having produced and directed films on Pablo Casals,
Henry Miller, Buckminster Fuller, Anais Nin, Claudio Arrau, Will and
Michelangelo :: Sunday, March 14, 12:50 pm
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Ariel Durant, and Michelangelo (featured in the 2004 TIFF), he has
made other motion pictures ranging in subject matter from insects
(The Hidden World narrated by Gregory Peck), a Philippine dance
company, an American Sketchbook (on the lives of Igor Stravinsky,
Willem de Kooning, and Buckminster Fuller), Looking at Modern
Art (a 12-part series), to the Vatican Museum collection of art.
Many of these have won international film awards, from the CINE
Golden Eagle to the coveted Oscar, as well as critical acclaim.
In addition to his many film production credits, Snyder has
authored three books: This is Henry, Henry Miller from Brooklyn;
Anais Nin Observed: Portrait of the Woman as an Artist; and
Buckminster Fuller, An Autobiographical Scenario.
:: Robert Snyder in person

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival
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FEATURE FILMS

Aging Out

And Along Came A Spider

The Angel Returns

US :: 2003 :: 85 min
director Roger Weisberg & Vanessa Roth

Iran :: 2003 :: 53 min
director Maziar Bahari

Somali :: 2003 :: 50 min
director Jacqueline Bakker

Monday, March 15, 5:20 pm

Sunday, March 14, 7:25 pm

Saturday, March 13, 11:20 am

A profile of three teenagers who “age out” of the foster
care system and discover they’re on their own. Although
they become parents, battle drug addiction, experience
homelessness, and land in jail, they also use the
resiliency they developed from years of abuse to take
control of their lives.

At least 16 women fell victim to a serial killer in Mashad,
Iran’s holiest city. A 39-year-old construction worker,
dubbed The Spider Killer by the media, was arrested
and confessed to the crimes. Iranian filmmaker captures
a society, still largely governed by the tenets of the
Qur’an, in which the killer’s female relatives, teenage
son, and others hail him as a hero.

The majority of Somali woman are circumcised at an
early age. The custom has a long tradition and traditions
are important in this country which has been embroiled
in a civil war for a decade. Nevertheless, the war also
offers room for change. People like Isnino Ahmed Musse
and Luul Shire Hussein are the living proof that some
women in Somalia are taking control of their destiny.
Luul barely survived her first delivery, but now provides
information to women to persuade them of the dangers
of circumcision.

Screening with:
Running Through History, Part One

Screening with:
The Tree That Remembers

Screening with:
Born in Beirut

The Annihilation of Fish

Anita Takes A Chance

As If Nothing Happened

US :: 1999 :: 108 min
director Charles Burnett
cast Lynn Redgrave, James Earl Jones,
Margot Kidder
Thursday, March 18, 7:20 pm

Spain :: 2003 :: 90 min
director Ventura Pons
cast Rosa Maria Sarda, Jose Coronado,
Maria Barranco
Friday, March 12, 10:05 pm

Israel :: 2000 :: 50 min
director Ayelet Bargur
cast Assi Dayan, Rivka Nueman, Sivan Shavit,
Dani Steg, Guy Loel, Tal Kapitolnik
Monday, March 15, 5:20 pm

Everyone needs a focus in life; something that gives
meaning and purpose to their existence. For Fish
(James Earl Jones), what could be more useful than
keeping the devil at bay from an unsuspecting world?
The very proper, dignified and rather formal Jamaican
man fearlessly wrestles an imaginary demon, ennobling
himself through his fantasy. For Poinsettia (Lynn
Redgrave) finding the perfect lover would justify her
life. The eccentric woman tries to maintain a touch of
elegance, but her drinking gets in the way.

Anita worked at a cinema box office, but after three
decades the delapidated building is demolished to
give way to a cinema complex. She is forced into
early retirement because she does not fit into the new
company’s image. Incapable of getting over this change,
she continues going back to the now empty lot every
day, where a construction company is building the
new complex. She ends up involved and in love with
a construction worker at the site. A tender, entertaining
and encouraging story of survival.

The story of an Israeli family which is unexpectedly
thrown together when a terrorist bomb goes off at
Beit-Lid junction. Ayelet Bargur’s story is based upon
her personal experience involving the Beit-Lid terrorist
attack that took place at 9:30 AM on January 21, 1995.
The film incorporates archival footage.

Screening with:
Arizona

Screening with:
Autumn

Screening with:
A Village Across the World

Vanessa Roth in person
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The Barbeque People

Behind the Chutes

West Coast Premier

West Coast Premier

Israel :: 2003 :: 102 min
director David Ofek & Joseph Madmopy
cast Victor Ida, Reimond Abecasis, Israel Breit,
Dana Ivgi
Tuesday, March 16, 5:15 pm

US :: 2003 :: 50 min
director Ann Lukacs

Sunday, March 14, 2:10 pm

Israel in the late 80s: the first Intifada events. A wild
barbecue feast takes place on the green hills bordering
a small workers town, as an immigrant Iraqi family
celebrates the 40th Independence Day. As it moves
through the different stories of the family members, the
plot portrays a complex past where different individual
stories intersect and are revealed in a new light.

This film travels for several years with rodeo bareback
riders to understand their passion for riding bucking
horses. These cowboys tell us in their own words about
the demands they face, their beliefs and attitudes and
their lifestyle. They share their stories of camaraderie
and explain what drives them to put it all on the line for
eight seconds.

The chief aim of 15-year-old Mary's mother is to make
her daughter a topnotch model. An eventual career of
the daughter is supposed to make up for all the trials
and tribulations of the mother and secure a quality life for
the girl, far surpassing that of her peers. The end seems
to justify whatever means there are at hand. Quietly,
though critically, Mary watches her mother’s endeavors.
One day, however, she decides to break free. She
leaves her home and starts on her own, only to discover
that she is not free from weaknesses either.

Screeing with:
Independence Day

Screening with:
Ticker

Screening with:
Savior

Black Box

Bola De Nieve

The Book of Stars

Argentina :: 2002 :: 83 min
director Luis Ortega
cast Dolores Fonzi, Eduardo Couget,
Eugenia Bassi
Thursday, March 18, 5:20 pm

Spain/Cuba :: 2003 :: 73 min
director Jose Sanchez-Montez

US :: 2000 :: 108 min
director Michael Miner
cast Mary Stuart Masterson, Jena Malone,
Carl Geary
Friday, March 12, 7:50 pm

Dorotea, a beautiful, young girl lives with her 100-yearold grandmother, Eugenia, an extremely lucid, Italian
immigrant with constant peaks of madness. Dorotea’s
father, Eduardo, who neither she nor her grandmother
have a relationship with, has recently been let out of
prison. Dorotea seeks Eduardo out to try and establish a
bond, wanting nothing more than a connection with her
father. The lonely lives of three people are placed next
to their deep desire to rekindle these bonds of family that
they have long before left behind.

Bola De Nieve (1911-1971) is Cuban, black,
homosexual, a Santeria practitioner, a revolutionary
and, above all, a musician who is part of 20th century
Latin American folklore, though his life and music are
not otherwise well-known. In this documentary we learn
about both Bola and of the era in which he lived. We
learn of a man with a tormented soul, whose spare use
of a piano and a magnetic voice could still manage to
stand the hairs on end for Edith Piaf, Andres Segovia,
Pablo Neruda, Paul Robeson, Josephine Baker, Alejo
Carpentier and Nicolas Guillen.

Magic realism about two sisters, who help each other
survive life’s most important challenges. One a poet
turned prostitute, the other sick with a fatal disease,
who find salvation in a memory book that produces
unforeseen magic.

Screening with:
Fire Butterflies

Screening with:
Eve’s Dropping In

Screening with:
Boobie Girl

Ann Lukacs in person

Sunday, March 14, 3:10 pm

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival

Bellissima
Poland :: 2002 :: 69 min
director Artur Urbanski
cast Ewa Kasprzyk, Maria Góralczyk,
Pawe Wilczak, Maria Morin-Kielar
Friday, March 12, 5:25 pm
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The Bookstore

Breakfast with Hunter

Burma: Anatomy of Terror

Northern California Premier
Tunisia :: 2002 :: 104 min
director Nawfel Saheb-Ettaba
cast Hend Sabri, Ahmed El Haffiene,
Martine Gafsi, Yadh Beji
Friday, March 12, 7:50 pm

US :: 2003 :: 96 min
director Wayne Ewing
appearing Johnny Depp, Benicio Del Toro, John
Cusack , George Plimpton, P.J. O’Rourke
Sunday, March 14, 3 pm

Monday, March 15, 3:15 pm

Jamil, after years abroad, comes back to the country,
crushed and shattered. He is offered the position of
assistant librarian in the old bookstore of the young
Tarek Ben Othman, whose mother, Aïcha, attracts
Jamil, despite being 15 years older. She becomes
uncomfortable with her feelings for him and decides to
leave. Tarek’s young, rebel wife, tired of her monotonous
life, leaves her husband for a brilliant singer. When
Aïcha is forced to return, she and a depressed Tarek
are reunited their relationship takes then a new turn.

A feature length documentary starring the infamous
outlaw journalist Dr. Hunter S. Thompson. The film
chronicles Dr. Thompson’s successful attempt to avoid
being placed in the system – jail and/or rehabilitation.
This political story interweaves with his struggle to bring
his book “Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas” to a proper
life as a feature film. Thompson's books include “Hell’s
Angels,” “Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas,” “Better Than
Sex,” “The Proud Highway,” “The Rum Diary,” and “Fear
and Loathing in America.”

An investigation of the devastating effects of 30 years of
military rule in a country once known for its beauty and
culture. Narrated by actor and activist Susan Sarandon,
the film chronicles the rise of the socialist government
of Burma (renamed the Union of Myanmar) and details
the struggle of Democratic party leader Nobel Peace
Prize winner Aung San Suu Kyi, whose decade-long
house arrest was finally uplifted in May 2002, under
speculation that her freedom was a token gesture to
appease international trade relations.

Screening with:
Suddenly It Rained

Screening with:
The Ingrate

Screening with:
Upelo

Caucasian Roulette

A Changing Heart

Charkh-O-Falak

Russia :: 2002 :: 83 min
director Fedor Popov

Japan :: 2003 :: 50 min
director Leigh M. Devine

Saturday, March 13, 10:10 pm

Sunday, March 14, 12 pm

Tajikistan :: 2003 :: 90 min
director Mehdi Jami
cast Dawlatmand Kholov and
Whirling Tajik Dancers
Friday, March 12, 10 pm

Two heroines confront each other in a tense
psychological drama against the background of the
fighting in Chechnya. The action takes place in the mail
car of a train heading for Russia out of Chechnya. Two
Russian women, Maria and Anna, meet on the train.
Maria is the mother of a soldier; Anna is the wife of a
Chechen field commander and a sniper. Maria tries to
force Anna to take her child back to Chechnya because
only then will her son be set free. Neither woman is
prepared to give in, but the price of victory is too high.

A Changing Heart examines how Japan evolved from
an arranged marriage culture to a love marriage culture,
and its impact on modem society.

Tajikistan is among the poorest countries of the world,
yet it is home to some of the richest, and most exotic
traditions in music and dance. On account of its
mountainous location and its geographical isolation in
the world, little attention has been paid to this nation
and what it has to offer to the global community. This
film serves as a humble step toward bringing to light the
long ignored people of the mountains in Central Asia,
who have much to present to the world of their folk life,
art, and culture.

Screening with:
Beat the Devil

Screening with:
Calogero’s Day Off
Yum Cha Cha

Screening with:
Suddenly It Rained

US :: 2002 :: 78 min
director Isabelle Hegner
narrator Susan Sarandon

World Premier
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Cold As Summer

Charlie Chaplin:

Charlie:

The Forgotten Years

The Life and Art of Charlie Chaplin

Switzerland :: 2002 :: 55 min
director Felice Zenoni
appearing Peter Ustinov, Geraldine Chaplin,
Petula Clark
Wednesday, March 17, 5:25 pm

US :: 2003 :: 127 min
director Richard Schickel
appearing Martin Scorsese, Sydney Pollack,
Woody Allen, Richard Attenbrough, Milos Forman
Sunday, March 14, 4:40 pm

France :: 2003 :: 90 min
director Jacques Maillot
cast

Practically ousted from the US by the McCarthy regime,
Chaplin found refuge in Switzerland in the early 1950s.
From international stars such as Peter Ustinov or Petula
Clark to Chaplin's staff, everyone has fond memories
and an interesting story to tell. The film interweaves
home movies and archive footage with anecdotes by
those close to him, including Chaplin's eldest daughter
actress Geraldine Chaplin, providing a unique glimpse
of the star as a private family man. In his autobiography

Richard Schickel’s new documentary chronicles
Chaplin’s brilliant career as an actor, writer, director,
producer, and composer, as well as his controversial and
much-publicized private life—his love affairs and four
marriages, his paternity suit scandal and persecution
by the FBI, culminating in a self-imposed exile from the
United States. With its brilliant observations, rare footage
interwoven with scenes from Chaplin’s greatest films,
and a remarkable series of newly recorded interviews,
Charlie is the definitive Chaplin documentary.

It’s summer and Rachel, a young woman in her twenties,
is living alone in a Paris suburb with her eighteenmonth-old daughter. Her life bores her and she seems
indifferent to everything around her. One day, she
decides she has had enough of this life and she leaves
for the seaside. Shortly after her departure, a corpse is
discovered in this Paris suburb. Claire, a police officer,
is put in charge of the investigation of this death. The
ensuing events would lead her off on Rachel’s trail and
change her life completely.

he calls these years the happiest of his life.

Friday, March 12, 8 pm

Screeing with:
Warriors at Play

Screening with:
The Letdown
Love Parade

The Crossing

Dark Cities

Darling Stranger

The Netherlands/Germany/Denmark :: 2002 :: 91 min
director Nora Hoppe
cast Behrouz Vossoughi, Johan Leysen,
Viviane de Muynck, Mil Seegers
Tuesday, March 16, 7:25 pm

Mexico :: 2002 :: 113 min
director Fernando Serinana
cast Jesús Ochoa, Bruno Bichir, Alonso Echánove,
Diego Luna, Demián Bichir, Odiseo Bichir
Monday, March 15, 3:20 pm

Brazil :: 2003 :: 95 min
director Ricardo Pinto
cast Daniel Filho, Suely Franco, Ana Beatriz Nogueira,
Claudia Netto, Emilio de Mello, Paulo Betti
Tuesday, March 16, 9:25 pm

The film takes place on a single day, from dawn to
night, set in the kitchen of a boarding house and on the
streets of a Western European city. Bâbak fled his native
country, Afghanistan, almost 20 years ago and came to
live in Brussels where he sought to forget his past. Now
retired, he crosses paths with a stranger named Sârbân.
The day becomes one of reckoning for Bâbak as he
must confront his past and the nightmare that cut him off
from his real self. The film deals with the theme of exile,
not just from places and events, but from the inner self.

This film presents a series of stories in which characters
appear and converge among the streets of historical
downtown Mexico City. Faces crossing the city, the
famous Chinese cafés, the drugstores, motel, bars,
streets, plazas, housing developments; places where
just going in and taking a look is enough to bring us
face to face with the reality we are living and which we
sometimes ignore; spaces that give life to a film like this.
These stories are intertwined and gradually surround us
with the real and violent world of a dark city.

On the same night a family celebrates patriarch Alberto’s
birthday, the youngest daughter Zezé announces her
engagement. This seemingly ordinary reunion sets the
stage for Alberto’s grievances. He exposes the pains
and frustrations of a man who has always placed his
family above his own personal yearnings. He finds it
appropriate to speak up at this particular moment about
the high price one pays for not fighting for the cravings
of the heart. A dramatic comedy based on the stage play
Intensa Magia, by Maria Adelaide Amaral.

Screening with:
Sublime Afghanistan

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival

Screening with:
Love Sick
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The Day My God Died

Day of the Gun

Dennis Hopper:

US/India :: 2003 :: 71 min
director Andrew Levine
narrators Winona Ryder & Tim Robins

US :: 2002 :: 93 min
director Ken Swartz
narrator Belva Davis

US/Germany :: 2003 :: 90 min
director Ariane Riecker & Henning Lohner
appearing Sean Penn, Wim Wenders,
David Lynch, Bryan Adams and David Hockney
Thursday, March 18, 7:45 pm

Create (or Die)

Ken Swartz & Belva Davis in person

Monday, March 15, 9:40 pm

Sunday, March 14, 5:05 pm

The Day My God Died is a feature-length documentary
that tells the stories of Nepalese girls swept up by the
international child sex trade. In their own words, we
hear about the day traffickers took each of them from
their rural villages and sold them into sexual servitude in
the brothels of India. The girls describe it as, “The Day
My God Died.” Narrated by the combination of Winona
Ryder and Tim Robbins, this film tackles a major issue
in international crime that is affecting young women from
Easter Europe to Asia to North America.

An exploration of the bloodiest day at San Quentin
prison, when inmate George Jackson led a revolt that
ended in six deaths, including his own. George Jackson’s
complicated history is not one easily summarized. From
petty thief, to black militant, to subject of a Bob Dylan
song, Jackson had many personas. An in-depth look
at Jackson’s life, with the help of commentary from
historians, his fellow San Quentin inmates, and UC
Santa Cruz Professor Angela Davis, an important black
revolutionary of the 60’s and 70’s.

On the occasion of his 50th stage anniversary this
feature documentary by Ariane Riecker and Henning
Lohner celebrates the art and life of Dennis Hopper.
Highlights from Hopper’s directing (Easy Rider, The
Last Movie, Colours), and acting (Apocalypse Now, Blue
Velvet); as well as from Hopper’s major retrospective of
photography, painting and sculpture. All these elements
of Hopper as an artist are brought together in a filmic
System of Moments.

Screening with:
Routine

Screening with:
This is My Beloved

Screening with:
Eulogy

Don: Plain and Tall

Entertaining Vietnam

Eroica!

US :: 2003 :: 78 min
director Scott Peters
cast Don McMillan, Edie Caggiano, Jeff Jena,
Edwin Craig, Adam Balsam
Thursday, March 18, 7:25 pm

US :: 2002 :: 53 min
director Mara Wallis
cast Jacok Bone, Nanci Donovan Bradberry, Daryl
Fedden, Julie Hibberd, Carol Middlemiss

US :: 2003 :: 53 min
director Alan Miller
cast Erica Nickrenz (Piano), Adela Peña (Violin),
Sara Sant’Ambrogio (Cello)

Can a logical, structure-oriented, computer whiz find
happiness in the illogical, unstructured real world?
“Don: Plain &Tall” is an uproariously funny, sometimes
touching look at how we could all use a little “coloring
outside the lines.”

Screening with:
Snap Dragon
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Mara Wallis in person

Mary Strauss in person

Wednesday, March 17, 3:10 pm

Saturday, March 13, 2:45 pm

Many of the entertainers who toured the Vietnam war
were well known – but not all. Filmmaker Mara Wallis
belonged to this forgotten group for over 2 years as
they hitched rides from base to base to perform at
remote outposts. In “Entertaining Vietnam” she revisits
the intensity of the times to tell the compelling stories
of these entertainers who travelled the war-wrought
country at the height of its conflict to do their part in
boosting the morale of the troops.

A film about four remarkable young American musicians:
the three members of the Grammy-award nominated
Eroica Trio and composer Kevin Kaska. The film shows
these musicians individually and collectively, personally
and professionally. The film explores how these young
artists share the many emotions of the creative process:
ambition, heartache, affection, frustration, athleticism,
love, pride and joy.

Screening with:
Bingo Ladies; A Family X-Mas; Nostrum

Screening with:
Life on Jupiter: The Story of Jans
Nygaard, Musician
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A Game of Cat and Mouse

Gaza Strip

George Stevens:
A Filmmaker's Journey

Columbia :: 2003 :: 93 min
director Rodrigo Triana
cast Jairo Camargo, Alina Lozano, Patricia Maldonado, Gilberto Ramírez, Paola Andrea Rey
Sunday, March 14, 11 am

US/Palestine :: 2002 :: 74 min
director James Longley

Wednesday, March 17, 7:05 pm

US :: 1985 :: 110 min
director George Stevens, Jr.
app James Dean, Jean Arthur, Fred Astaire, Montgomery Clift, Frank Capra, Warren Beatty, John Huston
George Stevens, Jr. in person

Saturday, March 13, 5:20 pm
The People of La Estrella finally have their streetligths
turned on and erupt into celebration. The question arises
about when the lights will be turned on at the homes,
which leads two families to pirate the electricity from the
lampposts. Their greed ends in a tragicomic war that
duels the entire community.

In January of 2001, American director James Longley
traveled to the Gaza Strip. His plan was to stay for two
weeks to collect preliminary material for a documentary
film on the Palestinian Intifada. It was during his stay
that Ariel Sharon was elected as Israeli Prime Minister.
As violence erupted around him, Longley threw away
his return ticket and filmed for the next three months,
acquiring nearly 75 hours of footage. Gaza Strip, his
first feature documentary, is an extraordinary and painful
journey into the lives of Palestinians.

Screening with:
Topeka

A tribute to director George Stevens (Alice Adams,
Swing Time, Gunga Din, A Place in the Sun, Giant,
and many more) by his namesake and son. Included is
footage from Stevens' films and the many big names of
Hollywood's past and present, whose performances in
Stevens' films helped make them the stars they were.
As well there is color footage of the Second World War
which was found among the great director’s memorabilia.
The WW II footage was shot by Stevens during his stint
with the military as an official photographer.

Screening with:
Stealing Innocence

The Gift

Giovani

The Gun (From 6 to 7:30 PM)

Italy :: 2003 :: 80 min
director Michelangelo Frammartino

Italy :: 2001 :: 90 min
director Luca & Mark Mazzieri
cast Davide Pasti, Gallianne Palayert, Davide Zaccaro,
Marisa Mantovani, Paolo Pierobon, Lina Sastri
Thursday, March 18, 9:35 pm

US :: 2003 :: 98 min
director Vladimir Alenikov
cast Jack Forbes, Jeremiah Hassemer,
Tamara Tana, Val Dillman, Robert Harrell

US Premier

Monday, March 15, 7:45 pm

Vladimir Alenikov and Tamara Tana in person

Saturday, March 13, 10 pm
In 1950 there were some 15,000 inhabitants in this
Italian town explored by filmmaker Michelangelo
Frammartino. Today there are merely a few hundred that
are left. The obituary notices on the walls tell us that in
Milan or Melbourne, Le Havre or Adelaide someone has
died who was born here, and whose destiny took them
elsewhere. The Gift is a story of those who have left, told
by those who have remained and remember. It is a story
of all the stories that couldn’t happen because life went
in a different direction.

Matteo and Juliette are twenty. They are walking through
life in an ordinary day, and life calls upon them to ask if
they are ready to be grown-up. Matteo faces his mother
Irene’s serious illness and the absence of a father.
Juliette, a French student in Italy, faces the possiblility
of motherhood from a relationship with her professor,
a married man in love with her. On this particular day
Matteo and Juliette are followed by the camera during
their desperate search for the truth and their struggle to
face these challenges that life has placed before them.

The Gun is a powerful, dramatic thriller documenting
ninety minutes of the ‘life’ of one gun and the people
who desperately must have it. A unique new film by
internationally acclaimed director Vladimir Alenikov.
Filmed in real time (90 minutes) and with only fifteen
scenes - each with no cuts - the complex choreography
and brilliant camera work puts you right in the middle of
the action and takes you on a trip through the minds of
people so desperate for the gun that they are ready to
kill for it.

Screening with:
Tides

Screening with:
Nazca

Screening with:
The Code

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival
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Havana Feelings

Herdsmen

Hidden In Plain Sight

Cuba/Germany :: 2003 :: 60 min
director Sylvio Heufelder

China :: 2001 :: 88 min
director Chen Jianjun

Tuesday, March 16, 5 pm

Friday, March 12, 6 pm

US :: 2003 :: 76 min
director John H. Smihula
narrator Martin Sheen :: appearing Noam Chomsky,
Christopher Hitchens, Eduardo Galeano
Monday, March 15, 9:50 pm

Havana Feelings is a collage of old film footage,
photos, statements from personalities in the worlds of
entertainment, art and culture, as well as shots of today’s
Havana. It’s a glittering portrait of a city in its golden
years. Actors, stars, writers, they were all there, in the
"Paris of the Caribbean." Frank Sinatra, Ava Gardner,
Nat King Cole. And time and again Ernest Hemingway
whose love for the island inspired much of his work. In
Havana, names become nostalgic memories, and bars
become cult sanctuaries.

A small film crew tracks the migrations of a Kazak family
in Xinjiang, China’s western-most province, from spring
to winter. Unlike the people of Kazakstan, who grew into
a nation of farmers and workers, the Kazaks remain a
minority who retained their nomadic life and a close
bond with nature.

An investigation of the U.S. relationship to Latin
America as seen through the prism of the School of
the Americas, the controversial training school for Latin
soldiers on U.S. ground. Narrated by Martin Sheen, the
documentary features interviews with political thinkers
(Noam Chomsky, Christopher Hitchens, Eduardo
Galeano), Congresspersons (Barbara Lee), Army
officers, victims and social activists who tackle the
issues of U.S. economic and military policies in Latin
America, the war on drugs, and terrorism.

Screening with:
Fata Morgana; Outback Opera

Screening with:
Birdon

Screening with:
Desert Holiday Nightmare

High Speed

I Have Found It

Into the Fire: American Women
in the Spanish Civil War

UK/Italy/Luxemburg :: 2002 :: 108 min
director Jeff Jensen
cast Paul Nicholas, Andrew Lee Potts, Sienna Miller,
Massimo Ghini, Claudia Pandolfi

India :: 2000 :: 150 min
director Rajiv Menon
cast Aishwarya Rai, Mammootty, Ajith,
Tabu, Abbas, Sri Vidya
Sunday, March 14, 7 pm

US/Spain/Austria :: 2003 :: 60 min
director Julia Newman

Based on Jane Austen’s classic Sense and Sensibility,
Rajiv Menon successfully transtlates the story to the
sunnier climes of South India. Featuring a soundtrack
by A.R. Rahman and starring acclaimed Bollywood
stars, Ajith, Tabu, Aishwarya Rai and Mammooty, I
Have Found It is a treat for all. Menon turns a unique
spin on this adaptation as he embeds the story deep in
Tamil culture and heritage. Using locations in Southern
Tamilnadu, exquisite ancestral homes of the Rajahs and
exotic locations from Egypt to Scotland.

The story of the Spanish Civil War, the first war between
fascism and democracy (1936 to 1939), in the words of
sixteen of the eighty or so American women who went
there to aid Spain’s cause. Mostly nurses and medical
workers, they also included noted writers: Dorothy
parker and Martha Gellhom, among them. A political
world-view is provided by the emotional correspondence
between Gellhom and Eleanor Roosevelt.

Jeff Jenson in person

Saturday, March 13, 5:25 pm
The first action film shot using High Definition
technology. This film has been touted as the greatest
racing movie since Grand Prix. Shot at the World
Superbike Championship Series in the UK, Spain,
Italy and Luxembourg, the film uses the superior
photographic technology to present a view of racing that
is truly unique. With participation from Ducati, Aprilia,
Honda, Suzuki, and Kawasaki factory racing teams, the
audience is treated to an upclose look at this high speed
world and its personalities.

Screening with:
Hostage
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West Coast Premier
Julia Newman in person

Tuesday, March 16, 3 pm

Screening with:
Clearing Skies
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Iran is My Home

The Landﬁll

Northern California Premier

The Kidnapping of
Ingrid Betancourt

Marin Filmmakers Program

Iran :: 2003 :: 68 min
director Fariborz David Diaan

US/Columbia :: 2003 :: 75 min
director Karin Haynes & Victoria Bruce

US :: 2001 :: 56 min
director Sharon Farrell

Karin Hayes & Victoria Bruce in person

Sharon Farrell in person

Wednesday, March 17, 7:10 pm

Thursday, March 18, 9:10 pm

Sunday, March 14, 11:40 am

Filmaker Fariborz David Diaan, an expatriate residing in
Los Angeles, left his native Iran in 1976, unable to return
due to the sudden and fierce changes that rocked Iran in
1979. However, motivated by a deep longing to visit his
motherland, and due to the recent easing up of tensions,
he finally deemed it safe enough to pay a visit. Ready for
a culture shock, yet haunted by fading memories of his
childhood, Diaan filmed his journey with an adoring eye,
eager to capture every moment. He cautiously traversed
the streets with only a handheld camera.

The story of a Colombian presidential candidate held
hostage by leftist guerrillas and her family’s desperate
quest to free her and keep her campaign alive. In the
film, Ingrid Betancourt tells her own life story including
how, since the beginning of her congressional election
in 1994, she risked her life by denouncing Colombian
politicians who have been linked to drug cartels. The film
continues after the day she is kidnapped on February
23, 2002, and documents her family and her political
party, thrown into upheaval, as they struggle to free her.

Sarah, Dancer and John Paul live on the landfill; a
state-owned stretch of land used for discarded highway
structures and debris. The isolation of this unique
environment became their safe haven and retreat from
a society they felt apart from until a local ordinance
called for their eviction. The Landfill captures the oneyear journey of these three charismatic and offbeat
individuals, as they dispute their impending eviction,
attempt to hold their ground and search for their next
home base.

Screening with:
But You Speak Such Good English

Screening with:
Waltz

Screening with:
Marin Filmmakers Program

The Last Just Man

The Last Soviet Movie

The Life and Times of
Count Luchino Visconti

Canada :: 2001 :: 70 min
director Steven Silver

Latvia :: 2003 :: 81 min
director Alexander Hahn
cast John F. Romanoff, Yevgeniya Kryukova,
Igor Klass, Larisa Totunova
Saturday, March 13, 1 pm

Italy/UK :: 2003 :: 106 min
director Adam Low
appearing Franco Zeffirelli, Francesco Rosi, Claudia
Cardinale, Farley Granger, Charlotte Rampling
Saturday, March 13, 5:15 pm

It was the worst massacre since WW II. In just 100 days,
800,000 Rwandans were killed; and it all happened on
the watch of Canadian Gen. Romeo Dallaire. The film
shows a haunted Dallaire still questioning if he could
have done more to stop the 1994 genocide. Dallaire
tried frantically to tell the United Nations, and the world,
what was about to happen. In the end, Dallaire failed to
persuade the United Nations and others to intervene in
time. Now, Dallaire and the survivors of the genocide are
forced to live with the memory of what could have been.

An outrageous, witty and epic tale set in Russia,
complete with train rides on the Transsibirian Railway,
fights with wild beasts, encounters with ballerinas, nudity
and Leninism. It is at the same time entertaining and
challenging, continuously questioning the reality of what
is happening on screen as well as off.

Luchino Visconti is one of the greatest figures
in the history of Italian cinema and certainly the
grandest. Adam Low, the British director, explores the
extraordinary life of the great Italian director Luchino
Visconti (1906-1976), creator of Death in Venice, The
Damned and The Leopard. He was a founder of the
Italian Neo-Realist style, most notably La Terra Trema, a
drama documentary of outstanding beauty, set amongst
the fishing people of Sicily. He launched the careers
of Francesco Rosi and Franco Zeffirelli, his assistant
directors.

Screening with:
The Pope of Pulp

Screening with:
Mini Driver Project

Wednesday, March 17, 5:15 pm
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Life on Jupiter:

The Lost Film

Magniﬁco

Lebanon/France :: 2003 :: 97 min
director Khalil Joreige & Joanna Hadjithomas

Phillipines :: 2002 :: 123 min
director Maryo J. de los Reyes
cast Lorna Tolentino, Albert Martinez, Jiro Manio
(Magnifico), Gloria Romero, Isabella De Leon
Tuesday, March 16, 9:35 pm

The Story of Jens Nygaard, Musician
US :: 2001 :: 58 min
director Martin Spinelli
Martin Spinelli in person

Saturday, March 13, 2:45 pm

Tuesday, March 16, 3:10 pm

One of Manhattan’s classical music treasures is
celebrated in this documentary. Jens Nygaard’s Jupiter
Symphony inspired devoted fans for over twenty years,
performing in venues ranging from Carnegie Hall to the
Good Shepherd Church, right next to (but just outside
of) Lincoln Center. He was a child prodigy who had
learned every instrument in the orchestra, Nygaard
graduated Juilliard with high hopes of conducting, only
to find himself shunted aside by the New York musical
establishment.

A copy of the filmmakers’’ first feature film disappeared
somewhere in Yemen on the 10th anniversary of the
reunification of north and south. A year later, they
returned to track down the print, embarking on a journey
that would take them across forbidding terrain from Sana
to Aden. What they discover is a land of contradictions
where film is openly reviled and secretly loved, which
teaches them much about their status as filmmakers in
the Middle East.

A heartwarming story of a young boy whose amazing
love, faith and courage shine through life’s sadness and
misfortunes. Magnifico's father, Gerry, thought he would
grow up just like his older brother Miong, an intelligent
young man who is studying as a scholar in Manila. Now
that he’s 9 years old, he is considered a disappointment
because contrary to his name, there is nothing great
about him aside from the kindness in his heart.

Me and My White Friend

Michelangelo

France :: 2003 :: 61 min
director Dominique Auvray
appearring Jean-Luc Godard, Jeanne Moreau,
Gerard Depardieu, Jacques Tati, Delphine Seyrig
Friday, March 12, 4:30 pm

France/Burkina Faso :: 2003 :: min
director S. Pierre Yameogo
cast Serge Bayala, Pierre-Loup Rajot, Anne Roussel,
Bruno Predebon, Samuel Poirier
Wednesday, March 17, 9 pm

US :: 1989 :: 85 min
director Robert Snyder

On June 3, 1991, Marguerite Duras gave the filmmaker
her last published work, “The North China Lover,”
autographed for the first time. She wrote: “For my friend
Dominique Auvray, in memory of a wonder of wonders:
A still recent past, when we worked together in the
cinema.” This is a portrait of her as she was: cheerful
and serious, authentic and provocative, considerate and
categorical, but first and foremost young and free.

Mamadi is in financial trouble. He is from Burkina Faso,
but lives and studies in France, but has not received his
stipend from his native country for the last six months.
He cannot finish his education without money, so he is
forced to take a job as a night watchman in a parking
house. Fortune smiles upon him – or misfortune – as
he finds a packet full of drugs and cash in the parking
house. Mamadi suddenly finds himself being chased
by gangsters. He teams up with a colleague, starting to
plan his escape back to Burkina Faso.

Screening with:
Faust/Faustus in Deptford

Screeing with:
Apnea

Screening with:
Eroica!

Marguerite Duras As She Was
US Premier
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Robert Snyder in person

Sunday, March 14, 12:50 pm
Acclaimed documentary filmmaker Robert Snyder
returns to the subject matter that earned him an Oscar
for The Titan: The Story of Michelangelo. This time,
Snyder lets Michelangelo speak in his own words,
painting an even more intimate portrait of the brilliant
artist. By the end of this engaging biographical film,
viewers will know Michelangelo as they’ve never known
him before.
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Mods

Mozambique Where
Film Goes

My Roast Chicken

Monday, March 15, 3:05 pm

Poland :: 2002 :: 58 min
director Iwona Siekierzyska
cast Agata Kulesza, Adam Nawojczyk,
Maria Maj, Antoni Barszczak
Wednesday, March 17, 9:10 pm

On a French campus a sick student has only two people
that can save him. Those two people are soldiers who
happen to be his brothers. They are lost in a world
that is alien to them. However, they soon find that this
very different world takes them by surprise. Through
memories, sounds and songs they try save their
brother.

During the three months from August to October 2001,
a travelling cinema has crossed Mozambique showing
Mozambican, European and American films to adults
and children. Some people have forgotten what a
cinema is, others, in the more remote villages, had
perhaps never had the chance to see moving images
shown on the screen. All were involved in this unique
experience by the Cinemovel group, using a social and,
indeed, evocative medium called cinema, as the group
showed films and were filming.

A young married couple with an 8-year-old son returns to
Poland, after having lived for several years in Canada.
They move in with the mother of one of them. They coexist with her as the four of them share this cramped
apartment. The wife, a zoomer, returns to college
to complete her graduate degree program in movie
directing. The husband, after numerous failed attempts
to find a job, gets the resources together and opens a
refreshment stand that features none other than roast
chicken.

Screening with:
A Normal Life

Screening with:
The Memo; I Promise Africa

Screening with:
My Town

Mystic Iran:

Nine Months

France :: 2002 :: 60 min
director A.C. Luma
cast Laurent Lacotte, Guillaume Verdier,
Serge Bozon, Vladimir Léon
Saturday, March 13, 12:45 pm

Italy :: 2002 :: 82 min
director Nello Ferrieri & Raffaele Rago

My Town
Poland :: 2002 :: 60 min
director Marek Lechki
cast Radoslaw Chrzescianski, Agnieszka Banach,
Andrzej Mastalerz, Krystyna Tkacz
Wednesday, March 17, 9:10 pm

An Unseen World

Filmed in Tiburon

Iran :: 2003 :: 52 min
director Aryana Farshad

US :: 1995 :: 102 min
director Chris Columbus
cast Hugh Grant, Julianne Moore, Tom Arnold

Aryana Farshad in person

Monday, March 15, 9:20 pm

Monday, March 15, 7:20 pm

A poetic tale about the residents who live in a solitary
housing block on the outskirts of an industrial town in
Silesia. Godzik – like everybody else around – is jobless,
does not study, but plays in the local hockey team. Like
all the other tenants, a gallery of funny and pathetic
characters, he tries to find his own way to endure in the
gray, no-future reality of today. But, the social questions
of the film are just a pretext for in-depth reflections
on human relations, the way one shapes up, and the
abilities to cope with untoward circumstances.

A documentary about a modern woman’s mystical
journey deep into the heart of Iran, in search of spiritual
rites and rituals hidden for centuries. Despite the risk of
confiscation of film equipment and the threat of drug
traffickers in the remote regions of Kurdistan, bordering
Iraq, the filmmaker embarked on a courageous journey,
gaining access to religious ceremonies and locations
never before recorded.

Sam is a lucky guy who seems to have it all: a wonderful
girlfriend, a successful career, a red porsche. But he’s
faced with having something he never thought he
wanted after his girlfriend tells him she’s pregnant. Hugh
Grant and Julianne Moore star in this comedy filmed in
Tiburon

Screening wtih:
My Roast Chicken

Screening with:
Beyond Words
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90 Miles

A Normal Life

On Hitler's Highway

US/Cuba :: 2001 :: 79 min
director Juan Carlos Saldivar

US/Yugoslavia/UK :: 2003 :: 65 min
director Elizabeth Chai Vasarhelyi & Hugo Berkeley

France/Poland/Germany/US :: 2002 :: 81 min
director Lech Kowalski

Friday, March 12, 6:15 pm

Saturday, March 13, 12:45 pm

Tuesday, March 16, 3:10 pm

A Cuban-born filmmaker recounts the strange fate that
brought him as a groomed young communist to exile in
Miami in 1980 during the dramatic Mariel boatlift. The
film is the candid and moving story of an immigrant
family, and how the historical forces around them have
shaped their personal relationship and their attitudes
toward the world around them.

For the millions of children living in areas of conflict
around the world, coming of age takes on a special
poignancy. Seven young ethnic-Albanian Kosovars
return to Pristina from refugee camps, only to find their
country and lives in shambles. The euphoria of newfound freedom quickly gives way to a new reality of
post-conflict chaos. Over the next three years, A Normal
Life chronicles the struggle of this group of friends, as
they seek to find their identities in a country that has not
yet found its own.

A travel on the oldest highway in Poland, built by Hitler,
now a vital link to the west where you can encounter
people that connect it to the present: a young Bulgarian
prostitute scared her pimp may show up; a one legged
man selling mushrooms in the tornado wake of speeding
trucks; illegal Ukrainians hiding on a deserted Nuclear
airbase serve tea to a cop patrolling the property; young
people escaping the glare of reality in underground
bunkers. A gypsy in a candle lit hut remembers how he
lost his father to the Holocaust.

Screening with:
Deep Silence

Screening with:
Mods

Screening with:
Free Loaders

Outback Opera

Paris

A Peck on the Cheek

Australia :: 2003 :: 56 min
director Jennifer Crone
cast Oz Opera La Boheme Cast

US :: 2003 :: 97 min
director Ramin Niami
cast Chad Allen, Bai Ling, James Russo,
Karen Black
Thursday, March 18, 9:30 pm

India :: 2002 :: 136 min
director Mani Ratnam

Tuesday, March 16, 5 pm
See La Boheme as you’ve never seen it before when
Opera Australia’s touring company take it on the road in
outback Australia. We get to know key members of the
opera company as individual characters, and see the
impact they have on audiences in the towns they pass
through. The documentary conveys key moments in the
story of the opera, revealing the drama in sequence from
the first to last acts, and explores the parallels between
the lives of the bohemian opera characters, the touring
company and the country audiences.

Screening with:
Fata Morgana; Havana Feelings
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Paris follows rookie detective Jason Bartok (Chad
Alien) on his disturbing journey through the shadowy
underworld of Los Angeles and Las Vegas, illuminated
only by a sweet but short-lived romance with a strikingly
beautiful, enigmatic woman (Bai Ling).

Screening with:
Hot Winter Night

Monday, March 15, 7:20 pm
Amudha, a 9-year-old Srilankan child, is told by her
Indian parents that she is adopted. As she realizes the
significance of this revelation she experiences deep
angst, and innumerable questions arise in her mind.
She understands that she belongs to a different set
of parents and a different country altogether. Through
Amudha’s eyes we see a ravaged Srilanka impacted by
twenty years of struggle. This is the story of this adopted
refugee child, her angst, her quest, her understanding
and finally her hope.
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Poisons

Police Woman

Prison Lullabies

Russia :: 2001 :: 101 min
director Karen Shakhnazarov
cast Ignat Akrachkov, Alexander YI Borgia, Oleg
Basilashvili, Zhanna Dudanova, Alexander Bashirov
Wednesday, March 17, 9:05 pm

Portugal :: 2003 :: 84 min
director Joaquim Sapinho
cast Amelia Coroa Ludovic, Videira Maria, Silva

US :: 2003 :: 83 min
director Odile Isralson & Lina Matta

Sunday, March 14, 7:10 pm

Tuesday, March 16, 5:10 pm

Could a theater actor, Oleg Volkov, have imagined
that when he saw at his door his new neighbor Arnold
Sharapov, that this meeting would completely change
his life; create a classic amorous triangle and bring him
to knowledge of the Rome Pope Alexander VI Borgia;
his son Cesare and his daughter Lukrezia; Queen of
France Catherine Medici; Nero, and other distinctive
historical and present day personalities? Never could
he have imagined such a thing, but that is what happens
in the new comedy by Karen Shakhnazarov.

Tânia is a young widow living in a village located
in northern Portugal. Rato, her 9-year-old son, is
wandering around with bad company. After getting
in trouble because of this rough crowd he's hanging
around with, he is sent to a juvenile correctional facility.
In order to stay close to her son, Tânia decides to take
him and run away to Lisbon. But in the road there will
force her to face her destiny.

Prison Lullabies is the journey of four women who were
arrested pregnant and were given the rare opportunity
of keeping their babies with them while serving their
sentence. The film follows them for two and half years
as they struggle to rebuild a life for themselves and their
babies on the outside.

Screening with:
Rendezvous

Screening with:
Within the Wall

The Professional

Public Affair

Rainbow

Serbia/Montenegro :: 2003 :: 104 min
director Dusan Kovacevic
cast Bora Todorovic, Branislav Lecic,
Natasa Ninkovic, Dragan Jovanovic
Friday, March 12, 10:10 pm

France :: 2003 :: 83 min
director Mathieu Amalric

China :: 2003 :: 94 min
director Gao Xiaosong
cast Li Xiaolu. Chen Daoming,
Ding Yongdai, Zheng Jun
Saturday, March 13, 7:15 pm

Screening with:
Terminal

Teja, now a manager of a big publishing house, has been
a University professor and a passionate opponent of the
Milosevic regime, when one day a stranger named Luka,
a former Serbian Security Service agent enters his life.
Luka, now a taxi driver, presents Teja with information
showing that he had been on assignment to shadow
him for the past ten years. From the unexpected, often
moving, sometimes comic, and tragic war stories, arises
a chronicle of one nation’s struggle for freedom at the
end of the 20th Century.

Wednesday, March 17, 7:20 pm
Young Filmaker Philippe is researching his latest project,
“Public Affair”, a film set in politics that integrates his
own beliefs on the equality between men and women.
Suddenly, defense of that equality becomes necessary
due to a shocking discovery about his wife’s relationship
with another man.

A story set in the west of central China's Hunan Province
in the 1930s. The tale interweaves the lives of four
characters brought together by personal disabilities,
fate, and love. The male characters in the film (Twilight,
Twinkle, and Sunshine) share a love for the main female
character (Rainbow) and struggle to gain her affection
amidst the backdrop of an impending invasion by the
Japanese army. Their fates are finally sealed when the
Japanese army arrives in the small village and the men
must fight to defend the village and Rainbow.

Screening with:
Tell Tale Heart

Screening with:
Night
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Raymundo

Return to Kandahar

The Road to Jenin

Argentina :: 2002 :: 127 min
director Ernesto Ardito & Virna Molina

Canada/Afghanistan :: 2003 :: 65 min
director Paul Jay & Nelofer Pazira
cast Nelofer Pazira

France/Israel :: 2003 :: 52 min
director Pierre Rehov

Wednesday, March 17, 5:30 pm

Saturday, March 13, 8 pm

Tuesday, March 16, 7:35 pm

A documentary about the life and work of Raymundo
Gleyzer, an Argentine filmmaker, kidnapped and
murdered by his country’s military dictatorship in 1976.
Through Raymundo’s life, we follow the story of Latin
American revolutionary cinema and the liberation
struggles of the 1960s and 1970s. Raymundo was one
of the major architects of the militant cinema, yet after
his “disappearance,” he fell into oblivion. It is essential
that the new generation rediscovers his life and works
which are a source of inspiration today more than ever.

Nelofer Pazira, the star of the movie Kandahar, returns
to her native Afghanistan in the hope of tracking down
her childhood friend Dyana, whose story inspired the
feature film directed by Iranian filmmaker Mohsen
Makhmalbaf. Nelofer travels to the often dangerous
Afghan cities of Kabul, Kandahar and Mazar-e-Sharif in
search of her friend. Landing in Kabul, after a thirteenyear absence, Nelofer begins to unravel her past and
discovers the unfolding history in her country while
searching for Dyana.

The road to jenin is about what happened in the
camp of Jenin in April 2002. There was a battle in
jenin killing 23 Israelian soldiers and 53 Palestinians
combatants. It was not a massacre as media said. The
most captivating part of the film shows how the rumor
of massacre was born. This investigation, a premiere
conducted at high risk, leaves no doubt to what really
happened in Jenin.

Screening with:
Siyamo; Sublime Afghanistan

Screening with:
Shooting Conflicts

The Scent of Harvest

Searching for Paradise

Seventeen Years Old

US/Iran :: 2002 :: 89 min
director Manouchehr Ahmadi
cast Manouchehr Ahmadi, Hilary Hesse, Anita Borcia,
James T. Actor, Mani Im, Thomas Robinson
Saturday, March 13, 3:10 pm

US :: 2003 :: 88 min
director Myra Paci
cast Susan May Pratt, Chris Noth,
Jeremy Davies, John Pierson
Sunday, March 14, 5 pm

France :: 2003 :: 85 min
director Didier Nion

A film about an unexpected friendship and the
opportunity to do something good for someone, “which
is one of the most beautiful opportunities in human life;
as beautiful as the scent of a recent harvest.” This single
theme is cradled in an interesting array of differences:
different cultures, generations, languages, and genders.
The friendship that gradually builds and triumphs amidst
potential conflicts and prejudices is a quiet, gentle
message about rising above differences and ultimately
just taking care of each other.

Gilda Mattei is graduating from high school and
infatuated with Hollywood star Michael De Santis. With
her new camcorder she documents her fascination with
him, her internal world of dreams and fantasies, and her
strained, though loving relationship with her dying father.
After his death, she discovers his long affair with an
Italian woman, whose persona she adopts as she poses
as a reporter to pursue her obsessive crush on De
Santis. She finds that De Santis is both exactly what she
hoped for and nothing of the kind – just like her father.

Jean-Benoît is seventeen years old and embarking
on an apprenticeship to be a diesel engine mechanic.
Between the garage where he works, his love affair with
Hélèna, and his conflictual relationship with his mother,
the film shows Jean-Benoît’s inability to learn and his
difficulty in leaving behind a childhood scarred by the
disappearance of his father. And yet gradually, JeanBenoît is beginning to rebuild his life.

Screening with:
19 at 11

Screening with:
Burning the Bed

Screening with:
Klara and Michelle

US Premier
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Shane

Singing in the Shadow:

George Stevens Tribute

The Children of Rock Royalty

US :: 1953 :: 117 min
director George Stevens
cast Alan Ladd, Jack Palance, Van Heflin,
Jean Arthur, Brandon de Wilde, Ben Johnson

US/Canada/Germany :: 2003 :: 90 min
director Tom Puchniak
appearing Phil Collins, Carly Simon, Aretha Franklin,
David Crosby, Phil Everly, Arlo Guthrie
Sunday, March 14, 9:25 pm

Czech Republic/Slovak Republic :: 2002 :: 100 min
director Alice Nellis
cast Iva Janurová, Theodora Remundová, Igor Bareš,
Nada Kotršová, Sabina Remundová
Tuesday, March 16, 7:10 pm

For the children of rock music’s legends, the shadow of a
legendary parent is an immovable presence in their lives.
The impassioned story of some of these children and
their struggle to have their music heard. The “children”
are Sally Taylor (James Taylor and Carly Simon);
Louis Osbourne (Ozzy Osbourne); Simon Collins (Phil
Collins); Julian Lennon (John Lennon); James Raymond
(David Crosby); Jason Everly (Phil Everly); Sarah Lee
Guthrie and Abe Guthrie (Arlo Guthrie) Teddy Richards
(Aretha Franklin); and AJ Croce (Jim Croce).

A dark and absurd road-movie comedy in which
Grandmother fulfills her dream, mother stops treating
her daughters like kids, the daughters stop treating their
husbands like idiots and father’s ashes get spread all
over the country.

Screening with:
A Little Planet; Luminous

Screening with:
A Wondrous Fate

Ta’zieh: Another Narration

Trading Women

The Tree That Remembers

Iran :: 2001 :: 75 min
director Parviz Jahed
appearing Bahram Beyza’i, Peter Chelkowski,
Jaber Anasori, Abdol-ali Khalili, Laleh Taghian
Thursday, March 18, 5:35 pm

US/Thailand/China/Burma/Laos :: 2003 :: 77 min
director
narrator Angelina Jolie

Iran/Canada :: 2002 :: 50 min
director Masoud Raouf

Sunday, March 14, 9:10 pm

Sunday, March 14, 7:25 pm

Ta’zieh or Shabih-Khani is one of the oldest and most
authentic traditions of theater in Iran. It is a kind of
theater is based on agonizing life stories and fables
of Islam’s prophet, Muhammad. TA’ZIEH or SHABIHKHANI is one of the oldest and most authentic traditions
of theater in Iran. It is a kind of theater is based on
agonizing life stories and fables of Islam’s prophet,
Muhammad.

An investigation of the trade in minority girls and women
from Burma, Laos and China into the Thai sex industry.
The culmination of five years of field research, the film
shatters Western myths about the sex trade. Filmed in
China, Burma, Laos, Thailand, and the U.S., this is the
only film to follow this trade in all its complexity, and to
explore the international response. Narrated by Angelina
Jolie, this film follows one of international crime’s most
pressing issues today as young girls and women are
exploited.

In 1992, a young Iranian student hanged himself from
a tree on the outskirts of a small Ontario town. He had
escaped the Ayatollahs’ regime, but he could not escape
his past. News of the young stranger’s death hit home
with filmmaker Masoud Raouf. He too is part of the
generation of Iranians who rose up against the Shah’s
despotic rule – only to be cruelly persecuted by an
equally brutal new regime.

Screening with:
Beyond

Screening with:
Grass

Screening with:
And Along Came a Spider

George Stevens, Jr. in person

Some Secrets

Saturday, March 13, 7:50 pm
Acclaimed director George Stevens’ legendary rendition
of the quintessential Western myth earned six Academy
Award nominations and made Shane one of the classics
of the American cinema. The story brings Alan Ladd,
a drifter and retired gunfighter, to the assistance of a
homestead family terrorized by a wealthy cattleman
and his hired gun (Jack Palance). In fighting the last
decisive battle, Shane sees the end of his own way
of life. Mysterious, moody and atmospheric, the film is
enhanced by the intense performances of its great cast.
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2009 Lost Memories

The Warriors of Beauty

Welcome to the Waks Family

Korea :: 2002 :: 136 min
director Lee Si-Myung
cast Jang Dong-Gun, Toru Nakamura, Seo Jin-Ho, Shin
Gu, Ahn Kil-Sang, Cho Sang-Keun, Chun Ho-Jin
Saturday, March13, 9:45 pm

France :: 2002 :: 71 min
director Pierre Coulibeuf
cast Els Deceukelier, William Forsythe, Erna
Omarsdottir, Annabelle Chambon, Cedric Charron
Sunday, March 14, 9:15 pm

Australia :: 2001 :: 52 min
director Barbara Chobocky
cast The Waks Family
Monday, March 15, 5:15 pm

A small number of Korean radicals retaliate against the
Japanese forces through an underground union. The
government puts Sakamoto and Saigo, his Japanese
colleague on the case, and it is through this mission that
Sakamoto has a deja-vu like encounter with a Korean
woman names Oh Hye-rin. Sakamoto is suddenly
confronted with the enormous historical truth which he
had never acknowledged before.

This film sprang from an encounter between French
filmmaker Pierre Coulibeuf and Flemish choreographer
Jan Fabre. The choreographer re-created his own world
and offered Coulibeuf a phantasmagoria based on his
theatrical and choreographic inventions. The resulting
film is a labyrinth with multiple entrances, where an
unlikely Ariadne in wedding gown (“the demon of
passage”?) guides and misleads the viewer in a strange
world marked by metamorphosis, multiple personalities,
conflicting drives, parody, ritual, and surrealism.

Meet one of the largest families in Australia. With 17
children to the same two parents, everyday life in the
Waks household is a logistical operation of monumental
proportions. Living in Melbourne’s suburbs, the family
stands out in another way – it is part of an orthodox
Jewish community that is largely closed off to secular
life. How do the Waks cope with so many kids, and with
the challenges presented by mainstream society? This
is a rare invitation to step inside a family and a religious
life that are extraordinary in almost every respect.

Screening with:
Andout; Immersion

Screeing with:
When I Was Fourteen: A Survivor Remembers

Whose Is This Song?

The World Again

Bulgaria :: 2003 :: 70 min
director Adela Peeva
cast Glikeria, Zeki Myuren, Salem Trebo,
Omer Pobrich
Thursday, March 18, 6 pm

Greece :: 2002 :: 110 min
director Marlene Ionesco
cast Niki Miha, Socrates Androulidakis,
Pantelis Trayannis, Fotini Mourati
Tuesday, March 16, 9:30 pm

Story of Gloria Hollander Lyon, a Czech Jewish
Holocaust survivor of 7 camps, who rebuilt her life in
America.

A film which treats with a sense of humor some typical
Balkan traits including our constant strife to usurp
somebody else’s possession and at the same time keep
what is ours to ourselves. In addition to this, it is a film
about a song and the transformations it underwent on its
travels along the roads of the Balkans: in the different
countries it has different faces and exists as a love
song, a military march meant to scare the enemy off, a
religious song, a revolutionary song, an anthem of the
right nationalists, and more.

Five girls of around fifteen, have been given nothing
except the unfortunate luck of growing up in institutions.
Everything, except for their friendship. So when the
moment comes when Eleni wants to track down her
mother at all costs – even to her grave – they all set off
on the journey together. In search of their personal past,
they will rediscover “the distant past of the world.” These
“unlucky” creatures will end up becoming the “favorites
of the gods”, the ones who will find, through the power of
friendship, the road that leads to beauty.

Screening with:
Welcome to the Waks Family

Screening with:
C-Flat

Screening with:
Cross

West Coast Premier

When I Was Fourteen:
A Survivor Remembers
US :: 1995 :: 57 min
director Marlene Booth & Jameson Goldner
Jameson Goldner and Gloria Hollander Lyon in person

Monday, March 15, 5:10 pm
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Yeah Right!
US :: 2003 :: 72 min
director Spike Jonez, Cory Weincheque, Ty Evans
cast Eric Koston, Rick Howard, Mike Carroll, Rick McCrank, Paul Rodriguez, Brian Anderson,
Owen Wilson
Saturday, March 13, 3 pm
Yeah Right! was directed by Spike Jonze (Being John
Malkovich, Jackass: The Movie, Adaptation), Cory
Weincheque and Ty Evans. Three years in the making,
Yeah Right! is filled with spectacular appearances from
some of skateboarding’s brightest luminaries and shining
up-and-comers, including the Girl Skateboard Team and the
Chocolate Skateboard Team.

Screening with:
Hey Baby; Nihi
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Aeroplane Man

Alive
Northern California Premier

United Kingdom :: 2003 :: 6 min
director Alison Murray :: cast Jonzi D

Somecountry :: 2003 :: 5 min
director Jason Zada :: cast Bhagwan Mirchandani
Jason Zada and Bhagwan Mirchandani will be in person

Thursday, March 18, 4:15 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #6

Sunday, March 14, 11:40 am :: Screening as part of Marin Filmmakers Program

After an encounter with a racist in East London, Jonzi begins a quest to find a place
to belong. Grenada, Jamaica, America, Africa...in each place he finds he does not
really fit in. His impersonations are full of affection but capture the sting of rejection
offered in every place.

When a man is pushed to the edge, he longs to go back, shed his skin, and release
himself from all the headaches, frustration and speed that is life. He remembers a
time, when he felt ALIVE.

Andout

Another Way of Seeing Things

United Kingdom :: 2003 :: 17 min
director Duncan Sim :: choreographer Jane Mason

US/Japan/Turkey :: 2003 :: 22 min
director Cory Taylor :: writer David Daisaku Ikeda

Sunday, March 14, 9:15 pm :: Screening with The Warriors of Beauty

Thursday, March 18, 3:30 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #7

A distraught woman on a bedroom floor remembers dancing and diving with a girl in
a red dress and how she surfaced the water alone. Haunting images of her friend in
a strange world of chains drive her to leave the house. Heading back to the sea, she
stands like a beacon as night slowly descends in around her.

In the spirit of the phrase “hear the other side,” this film asks viewers to consider how
news coverage informs our opinions. Written by peace activist Daisaku Ikeda, the film
documents how British historian Arnold Toynbee was targeted for factually reporting
atrocities perpetrated against Muslims during the Greco-Turkish war.

Apnea

Arizona

France :: 2003 :: 4 min
director Steve Moreau

US :: 2003 :: 1 min
director Christopher Cole
Christopher Cole will be in person

Wednesday, March 17, 9 pm :: Screening with Me and My White Friend

Thursday, March 18, 7:20 pm :: Screening with The Annihilation of Fish

While doing an apnea dive, a man lets his imagination wander to the elements that
surround us.

A surrealist visual poem about a man, haunted by fantastic visions, who embarks on a
vision quest to the Grand Canyon in search of the woman of his dreams.

Autumn

Bathing

Northern California Premier

World Premier

US :: 2003 :: 4 min :: Animation
director Neil Sporata

US :: 2004 :: 4 min
director Julija Naskova :: cast Sue Ling Brown
Julija Naskova in person

Friday, March 12, 10:05 pm :: Screening with Anita Takes A Chance

Thursday, March 18, 3:45 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #5

The leaves of fall cause a woman to have bittersweet memories of a summer romance
that ended with the onset of autumn.

The act of a beautiful woman combing her long hair becomes a ritual of self-love and
purification.

Beat the Devil

Beyond (Lahoot)

BMW Film Series
Iran/Canada :: 2003 :: 17 min
director Shahin Parhami

US :: 2003 :: 9 min
director Tony Scott :: cast Clive Owen, James Brown,
Gary Oldman

Saturday, March 13, 10:10 pm

•

Screening with Caucasian Roulette

Decades ago, the legendary James Brown sold his soul to the devil for fame and
fortune. Now he wishes to renegotiate. Hired to take Mr. Brown to a rendezvous with
the devil (Gary Oldman), the driver soon finds himself entagled in fiendish plans. Tony
Scott directs Clive Owen in a satirical duel between good and evil.
The BMW Films Series is Beat the Devil, Hostage, and Ticker
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Thursday, March 18, 5:45 pm

•

Screening with Ta’zieh: Another Narration

Lahoot is an Islamic mythological term for the world beyond the corporeal existence.
In a stylized, formalist illustration of dreams, memories and realities, women walk
through alleys to the sounds of mystical Sufi and folkloric chants and melodies. This
film rewrites the myth in a new language of music, colour and movement.
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Beyond Words

Bingo Ladies

Iran :: 2003 :: 39 min
director Jahanshah Ardalan

Canada :: 2003 :: 19 min
director Tami Wilson :: cast Esther Jesseau, Eunice
Pearen, Johm Gault, Joseph Levy, Roger Snowden

Jahanshah Ardalan in person

Monday, March 15, 9:20 pm :: Screening with Mystic Iran: The Unseen World

Wednesday, March 17, 3:10 pm :: Screening with Entertaining Vietnam

After being away from his country of birth for close to two decades, the Iranianborn filmmaker goes back to discover his roots and the land of his ancestors:
Kurdistan. During the many trips there, he realizes a lot more than just his own family
background.

For Canada’s senior citizens it is a more potent force than Matlock, Geritol, and the
buffet line on a Caribbean cruise combined: Bingo! This documentary profiles a few
bingo-holics as they fill in their cards and perform their good-luck rituals in search of
the winning combination.

Birdon

Black Gulch

World Premier
US :: 2003 :: 15 min
director Michael Strode

US :: 2003 :: 3 min
director Jackie Huang
Jackie Huang in person

Friday, March 12, 6 pm :: Screening with Herdsmen

Friday, March 12, 4:15 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #2

This is a story about a bird in a birdcage.The birdcage is a totally simulated world.
However, we will never know what the true world is out of the bird cage if we don’t
figure it out. This animated short with a metaphor for life will show for the first time
anywhere at the 2004 TIFF.

Bank robbers roll into the wrong small town and encounter supernatural opposition. It
was supposed to be a simple job, but the bank is empty, the town is deserted except
for a small boy, and a mysterious, black-robed figure, who is picking them off one by
one.

Bludren

Blueberry

US :: 2003 :: 7 min
director Jill Johston-Price

Canada :: 2002 :: 13 min
director Brett Bell

Friday, March 12, 3:40 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #1

A female attempts to transform a plant into a companion, but she is unaware that the
transformation that will occur will be within herself. This animated short was produced
entirely in Adobe After Effects, using hand painted imagery creted in Corel Painter.

Friday, March 12, 3:40 pm :: This film shows as part of Short Program #1

A woman searches for a man - or boy - in her life, set in an out-of-time world.

Boobie Girl

Born In Beirut

US :: 2002 :: 6 min
director Brooke Keesling

US :: 2003 :: 15 min
director Liliane Matta

Brooke Keesling in person

Friday, March 12, 7:45 pm :: Screening with The Book of Stars

Saturday, March 13, 11:20 am :: Screening with The Angel Returns

Boobie Girl is an Oscar and Emmy Award winning animated comedy about a little
girl who wishes for large breasts. It was directed, animated and produced by Brooke
Keesling.The film is narrated by famous voice actress June Foray and is based on a
true story. The animation consists of over 3,500 hand drawings.

A personal narrative documentary about director Liliane Matta’s own experience
during the civil war in Beirut, Lebanon between 1975 and 1990. It is also an interaction
between past and present and the constant idea of struggling to survive, which still
carries on in her present life.

Brothers

Burning the Bed
US Premier

US :: 2003 :: 2 min
director A.C. Luma

Saturday, March 13, 10:50 am

•

Screening as part of the Teen Flix Program

In the wee hours of the morning, two brothers sleep peacefully. . .until one wakes up
and wants to play.

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival

Ireland :: 2003 :: 13 min
director Denis McArdle :: cast Gina McKee, Aiden
Gillen

Sunday, March 14, 5 pm

•

Screening with Searching for Paradise

Gina McKee and Aidan Gillen feature in this atmospheric short Irish drama, as a
couple who are leaving their home in the west of Ireland for the last time. Although still
stongly connected, they decide to burn their bed in a symbolic and cathartic fashion.
This will be the first time this film shows in the US.
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But You Speak Such Good English

C-Flat

Iran/UK :: 1999 :: 25 min
director Marjan Safinia & Parisa Taghizadeh
cast Omid Djalili

US :: 2002 :: 2 min
director Jim Minton

Wednesday, March 16, 7 pm :: Screening with Iran Is My Home

Thursday, March 18, 6 pm :: Screening with Whose Is This Song?

A documentary which explores different aspects of the first generation of Iranian
immigrant experience from the insider’s perspective. The film focuses on the younger
generation, who have very few memories of their country, and yet feel an undeniable
pull towards identifying themselves as Iranians.

This film is inspired by a David Gascoyne Dadaist poem from the early 1900’s.
Dadaist and Surrealistic poetry is often hard to interpret, and this is a visualization of
a work from that period in art history.

Calogero’s Day Off

The Car

Northern California Premier
Italy/US :: 2003 :: 12 min
director Alex Melli :: cast Pasqualia Delia Pace, Lucio
Cannata, Serena Balsamo

UK :: 2003 :: 9 min
director Keith Jefferies :: cast Michael Warburton,
Michael Hucks, Doreen Steward, Sarah Strachan

Sunday, March 14, 12 pm :: Screening with A Changing Heart

Thursday, March 18, 4:15 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #6

After nearly thirty years of perfect attendance, an aging factory worker mysteriously
takes a day off and rediscovers the world around him. Filmed entirely in Torino, Italy,
with an all-Italian cast, this inspirational story reminds us of the many ingredients
found in a happy, flavorful life.

The irresistable force of the modern world races into the immovable object of sleepy
village tradition when Charlie roars his supercharged Westfield down the country
lanes. Frustrated by the apathy of the local police, Charlie takes the law into his own
hands and turns detective after his prized possession is stolen.

Carter’s Wish

Cat Eyes

Northern California Premier
US :: 2003 :: 13 min
director Kevin Shahinian :: cast Adam Cagely, Bobby
Harwell

US :: 2003 :: 10 min
director Yuriana Kim

Saturday, March 16, 10:50 am :: Screening as part of the Teen Flix Program

Friday, March 12, 3:40 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #1

Adam Cagely stars as Carter Bigelow, a 12-year-old outcast with one simple wish.
But after a catastrophic mistake made by a somewhat absent-minded genie, Carter
finds himself amid the often hysterical, always amazing chaos of a world in which
everyone’s wishes are coming true at random...everyone’s but his.

It’s late at night, and Catherine is home alone...or is she alone? A surreal tale about
a lonely woman and a mysterious intruder.

Clearing Skies

The Code

Canada :: 2002 :: 27 min
director Rosa Zacharie :: cast Isabelle Richer, Jean
LaPointe

Switzerland :: 2003 :: 12 min
director Hercli Bundi :: cast Jaap Achterberg, Kristian
Krone, Pascal Ulli, Tilo Nest

Tuesday, March 16, 3 pm :: Screening with Into the Fire

Saturday, March 13, 10 pm :: Screening with The Gun (6 to 7:30)

Easter week-end. Agnes remembers the last moments spent with her father in his
cottage by the sea. Though never close, intuitively they try to make up for lost time…

Polo has to carry a suitcase with jewellery across the border, a job he had done
hundreds of times. But even before he gets the suitcase, he is already in trouble. He
has no idea who is betraying him, neither if they are after the suitcase – or after him.

The Collector

Copelessness

Turkey :: 2002 :: 45 min
director Pelin Esmer

US :: 2003 :: 19 min
director Florence Regina :: cast David Lipson, John F.
Goff, Alice Barrett-Mitchell, Lionel Allen

Thursday, March 18, 3:30 pm

•

Screening as part of Short Program #7

This is a documentary about a passionate collector. A man who has been collecting for
70 years, collecting everything one can imagine. In this documentary, you will follow
this passionate collector through the streets of Istanbul in search of new collection
items while trying to understand his perception of life and collection.
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Wednesday, March 17, 3:45 pm

•

Screening as part of Short Program #4

When Tom Dexter, a securities salesman who is ruled by the quest for green, crosses
the line with his hard-sell tactics, he faces losing everything in the course of a single
day. Will he be able to pull his life back together, or will he stay helplessly lost in a
state of Copelessness?
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Cross

Cyclone

Greece :: 2003 :: 1 min
director Alexander Cacavas :: cast Eleni Kalara

US :: 2003 :: 20 min
director Kristin Cato :: cast Heather Barberie, Frederick Pitts, Jean Sterling

Tuesday, March 16, 9:30 pm :: Screening with The World Again

A painter and his muse; a path to the cross.

Dear Sweet Emma

Thursday, March 18, 3:45 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #5

Cyclone is a transnational, interfaith love story examining American identity and its
relationship with Egypt. With mesmerizing cinematography, the film explores the
intimate relationship of two very different individuals. Religious faiths, generations, and
gender collide in the world’s migration amidst racism, xenophobia and nationalism.

Debug?
US Premier

US :: 2003 :: 6 min
director John M. Cernak

Taiwan :: 2003 :: 3 min
director Yang Zhen-Long

Friday, March 12, 3:40 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #1

Thursday, March 18, 4:15 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #6

As the search is given up for Emma’’s latest husband. Tucker, a private look reveals
that Emma has a secret and uncontrollable dark side. The sweetest angel and
favorite citizen of Fishtickle would indeed pose an uncomfortable dilemma for all if her
problem were ever found out.

The story begins when a lost bug enters a strange tower by accident. Since it is a
different model, the innocent visitor must be debugged. But, should we take the action
for granted? How can we justify our own actions? The director leaves the questions
for the audience to think about.

Deep Silence

Desert Holiday Nightmare

Mexico/Cuba :: 2003 :: 16 min
director Gustavo Loza :: cast Jorge Milo, Susana
Gonzalez, Hector Echemendia, Tamara Castellanos

Sweden :: 2003 :: 9 min
director Bert Deivert & Finn Deivert

Friday, March 12, 6:15 pm :: Screening with 90 Miles

Monday, March 15, 9:50 pm :: Screening with Hidden In Plain Sight

Two children of Havana have disappeared mysteriously. One of them returns and
decides to keep silence.

Katz and Diaz are trapped in a room with only a sofa and television. But where is
the remote? Desert Holiday Nightmare is an intertextual postmodern satire with
references to more popular culture than anyone has a right to recognize! It is not
politically correct, but it is political.

Eulogy

Eve’s Dropping In

US :: 2003 :: 6 min
director Deverill Weekes :: cast Gary Oldman, Patricia
Arquette

US :: 2003 :: 18 min
director Miguel Angel Valez & Ernesto Camara ::
cast Mercy Forth, Ian Hersey, Sladja Stantic, Christy
Antonio, Chris Charles

Friday, March 12, 4:15 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #2

A man (Gary Oldman) remembers a love lost (Paticia Arquette).

Extn. 21

Sunday, March 14, 3:10 pm :: Screening with Bola De Nieve

Settle in and spend some time with Eve. Who is Eve? You decide as she visits her
daily haunt to sip coffee and observe those who encircle her table.

A Family X-Mas

US Premier
UK :: 2002 :: 9 min
director Lizzie Oxby

Thursday, March 18, 3:45 pm

•

Screening as part of Short Program #5

Orman is having a futile conversation on his mobile phone. He is running back to his
office but getting nowhere. If he could just get through to Mr Langley everything will be
resolved but someone (or something) is intercepting his calls…

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival

US :: 2003 :: 14 min
director Warren Eig :: cast Robert Costanzo, John
Capodice, Mindy Burbano, Darrin Reed

Wednesday, March 17, 3:10 pm

•

Screening with Entertaining Vietnam

A mob boss, Johnny Guccianno, accidentally wakes up one Christmas Eve to
discover Santa Claus. Johnny doesn’t believe in Santa Claus, but after some
convincing he realizes he’s captured the real Saint Nick. Unfortunately, Johnny’s not
a big fan of Christmas.
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Fata Morgana

Faust/Faustus in Deptford

Canada :: 2002 :: 8 min
director Alexandre Franchi :: cast Natalie Choquette,
Jamie Scavone, Nicolas Simard, Nadine Walsh

US :: 2003 :: 15 min
director Leon Johnson

Tuesday, March 16, 5 pm :: Screening with Outback Opera

Friday, March 12, 4:30 pm :: Screening with Marguerite Duras As She Was

A 7-year-old boy’s game with his toys becomes a dangerous adventure as his
miniature soldiers become life-sized and turn on him. Only Morgana, his favorite
figurine, rushes to his rescue in this action tale about love and the power of the
imagination.

A travelogue, interweaves documentation of live performance and psychogeographical drift, triangulating through remora and remembrance, the unmapped
distances between the Faustus legend, Christopher Marlowe’s death in Deptford on
the river Thames, and Oscar Wilde’s vandalized tomb in Paris.

Fire Butterﬂies

The Fish That Bites Its Tail

Spain :: 2003 :: 14 min
director Luis Prieto :: cast Marta Itura, Said El
Mouden

Spain :: 2002 :: 12 min
director Txema Matias

Thursday, March 18, 5:20 pm :: Screening with Black Box

Friday, March 12, 3:40 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #1

A young Spanish woman and a North African illegal immigrant in Spain are two perfect
strangers who are drifting without a direction and leaving behind a troubled past. A fast
burning friendship forms by the light of an improvised fire in an abandoned building
where they take shelter, physically and spiritually.

A sailor, two sisters and weary parents are away near the water for the summer.
Summer at the docks offers no stimulation for a boy like Ismael. But sometimes the
best kept secrets are right in front of you.

Food Chain

Free Line

Korea :: 2003 :: 2 min
director Hyunjung Kim

US :: 2003 :: 4 min
director Keum-Taek Jung

Friday, March 12, 3:40 pm :: This film shows as part of Short Program #1

Friday, March 12, 3:40 pm :: This film shows as part of Short Program #1

This story presents surrealistic characters who struggle to live with each other in their
community where the stronger characters hurt or destroy those who are weaker.

Free Line is a collaborative project combining experimental animation with computergenerated sound. The principal concept is animation of abstract imagery juxtaposed
with geometric figures of symbolism.

Free Loaders

The Garden
Northern California Premier

Israel :: 2003 :: 13 min
director Haim Tabakman

Tuesday, March 16, 3:10 pm :: Screening with On Hitler’s Highway

A day in the life of a man and his loyal donkey based on a short story by Chekhov.

Saturday, March 13, 10:50 pm :: Screening as part of the Teen Flix Program

Ben misses his father who has locked himself away in his room depressed. One night
Ben decides to try something a little out of the ordinary to bring him back.

Grandpa’s Games

Grass

Australia :: 2003 :: 26 min
director Zane Lovitt

Spain :: 2002 :: 10 min
director Koldo Almandoz

Thursday, March 18, 3:30 pm

•

Screening as part of Short Program #7

Vic Younger is aptly named. At the 2002 World Masters Games, this 90-year-old
athlete completes 11 events, with help from his coach and grand son, Matthew. But
as the world records start to tumble, conflict builds over whether Vic is telling the truth
about his age.
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UK :: 2002 :: 7 min
director Peter Bunzl

Sunday, March 14, 9:10 pm

•

Screening with Trading Women

A woman steps out of the shower, gets dressed and goes out to the field behind the
farmhouse with her son in her arms to hang some sheets out to dry. In the distance,
a man is cutting the grass. Suddenly, the child, who was sitting in a basket, gets up
and walks off into the grass...
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Hey Baby

Hitch Hiker

World Premier

World Premier

US :: 2003 :: 5 min
director Sean Michael Beyer :: cast Zach Bennett

Ireland :: 2003 :: 11 min
director Mark Cogan
Mark Cogan in person

Saturday, March 13, 3 pm :: Screeing with Yeah Right!

Thursday, March 18, 4:15 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #6

Greg wanted more than anything to ask a girl from school out on a date. But he was
afraid he’d make a fool of himself, so he decided to practice before having a go at it.
Unfortunately, he ran into a few problems along the way, including a shower head, a
lamp post and a fist!

A mysterious stranger lies on a dark country road, the victim of a car accident. The
driver edges towards him...to see what he has done. What he already feels is the
worst night of his life is about to get worse. Much worse.

Hostage

Hot Winter Night

BMW Film Series
US :: 2003 :: 9 min
director John Woo :: cast Clive Owen, Maury Chaykin,
Kathryn Morris

US :: 2003 :: 3 min
director Sylvia Binsfeld :: cast Sylvia Binsfeld, Marc
Sciliani, Wolfgang Wein
Sylvia Binsfeld in person

Saturday, March 13, 5:25 pm :: Screening with High Speed

Thursday, March 18, 9:30 pm :: Screening with Paris

The driver races to locate a kidnapped victim locked in the trunk of an abandoned car
somewhere on the water’’s edge. Linked to her only by cell phone, the driver narrows
in on her location in a desperate race against time and tide.

A hauntingly romantic story about one night of love and secrets. It has a sultry, blusey,
Bourbon Street feel and a film noir look. The story is told without the use of words,
using only the universal language of music.

BMW Film Series is Beat the Devil, Hostage, and Ticker

I Promise Africa

Idle

US/Kenya :: 2003 :: 4 min
director Jerry Henry :: cast The Children of Majiwa
Village, Kenya

US :: 2003 :: 10 min
director Megan Peterson

Monday, March 15, 3:25 pm :: Screening with Mozambique Where Film Goes

Friday, March 12, 3:40 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #1

Tragedy is a worldwide phenomenom. It sometimes happens simultaneously. During
9/11, filmmaker Jerry Henry was in Kenya shooting a documentary about orphans.
This is what he witnessed.

Time suddenly stands still in this short, existential comedy about an elderly farmer
who is stopped against his will at a rural intersection. In this vast, deserted landscape,
two gatekeepers prevent the farmer from crossing for reasons unknown. The two
sides face off until time reveals what they are waiting for — or does it?

Immersion

Independence Day

US :: 2002 :: 6 min
director Tobias Tovera :: cast Diane Mitchell

Israel :: 2002 :: 15 min
director Ehud Greenberg

Tobias Tovera will be at the 2004 TIFF

Sunday, March 14, 9:15 pm :: Screening with Andout and The Warriors of Beauty

Tuesday, March 16, 5:15 pm :: Screening with The Barbeque People

Body as a vestibule graphic expressions that deduce the self, sexuality and
consumption, to fleeting moments of passage through a membrane or threshold
between the internal and external world.

Yoni, 12 years old, lost his father who was an army pilot, lost his mother’s attention
and today lost his bicycle. Will he earn his independence today on ‘Israel National
Independence Day’?

Sunday, March 14, 3 pm

The Ingrate

Klara and Michelle

US :: 2003 :: 14 min
director Kristoff Pryzkucki :: cast Kathy Bates, Andrea
Di Setfano, Richard Kind, Betsy Salkind

US :: 2003 :: 11 min
director Andrew Steckley

•

Screening with Breakfast with Hunter

A struggling Immigrant filmmaker sues the US Government for defaulting on the
American Dream.

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival

Saturday, March 13, 1 pm

•

Screeing with Seventeen Years Old

Klara and Michelle are two young women, strangers, from different parts of the world,
city, and life. But one day, they find they have much in common. Klara receives a
devastating phone call while at work that leads her to the same apartment building
that has just thrown Michelle out on the street.
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The Letdown

Life for a Thread

US :: 2003 :: 14 min
director Jonathan Moyer

Brazil :: 2003 :: 6 min
director Kika Nikolela :: cast Carolina Susanna, Nazira
Hra Peress

Wednesday, March 17, 5:25 pm :: With Charlie Chaplin: The Forgotten Years

Thursday, March 18, 4:15 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #6

A love story in which the painful rejection of a man’s wedding proposal is spun into a
horrible fantasy inside his own mind. In the narrator’s metaphorical story we follow a
young boy on a journey to regain lost love in a surreal city. This bearded narrator takes
us an emotional trip into his own insecurities and fears.

Memory´s fragments of an intangible Lebanon, where there´s a fusion of culture,
tradition and mundane life. The video translates the visible and invisible threads that
conceive the mother/ daughter relationship, as well as human life itself and its roots.

A Little Planet

Love Parade

Japan :: 2002 :: 7 min
director

Georgia :: 2003 :: 8 min
director Tamara Sulmanidze :: cast Trumpet played by
Wynton Marsalis

Sunday, March 14, 9:25 pm :: Screening with Singing in the Shadow

Wednesday, March 17, 5:25 pm :: With Charlie Chaplin: The Forgotten Years

The fimmaker bought a glittering ball made of stainless steel at a shop. He repeated
the process of throwing it in the air and filming it. What comes into existence is a small
planet that softly floats in the air.

he question is, is art of any use at all? Human creativity makes human history,
humans create and leave. And whatever they create with love is left to make a fixation
of time – this is how history and civilization is made. The title (Love Parade) is a
demonstration of love through history.

Love Sick

Luminous
US Premier

US :: 2003 :: 2 min
director Tsai-Yun Mou

Cananda :: 2001 :: 4 min
director Alexi Manis

Tsai-Yun Mou will be in person

Tuesday, March 16, 9:25 pm :: Screening with Darling Stranger

Sunday, March 14, 9:25 pm :: Screening with Singing in the Shadow

It’s about a girl who has a crush on a boy but has difficulities in expressing her
feelings. When she gets the boy’s attention, things go awry.

A homage to the majestic effects of light projected through celluloid. The film captures
the projected image in its altered form; reflecting back into the projection booth, after
passing through the glass onto the screen, bleeding, breaking and flickering on the
surfaces of spinning reels, old posters and the machinery itself.

Madison Rye

The Man on the Boat

Teen Flix Program
Australia :: 2003 :: 4 min
director Boyd Britton :: cast Steven Rassios, Nicholas
Brown

US :: 2002 :: 15 min
director Andre Sala

Saturday, March 13, 10:50 pm :: Screening as part of the Teen Flix Program

Thursday, March 18, 4:15 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #6

Desperate to comprehend the fleeting memories of her father’s disappearance, 11year-old Madison Rye searches for the aliens she believes abducted him. She strikes
up an unlikely friendship with Harry, a 50-year-old trash collector who shares both
Madison’s passion for space and her alienation from the real world.

A freak storm brings two strangers together, again. The Man on the Boat is a fusion of
past and present, dream and reality. A rare and arresting journey that hovers between
the topical and timeless.

The Memo

Mini Driver Project
World Premier

US :: 2003 :: 9 min
director Daheli Hall :: cast Gary Anthony Williams,
Daheli Hall, Danny Seckel, Raul Gomez, Hilari Scarl

Monday, March 15, 3:25 pm

•

Screening with Mozambique Where Film Goes

The story of a memo that starts a revolution and the one man who didn’t get The
Memo.
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US/Portugal :: 2000 :: 11 min
director Dawn Westlake

Saturday, March 13, 1 pm

•

Screening with The Last Soviet Movie

Mini Driver is an emotionally pent-up, solitary woman who drives an Austin-Mini. She
is stuck in a routine until one day when her path crosses that of a dark, handsome VW
Driver. Her life and traffic pattern will forever change, but not in the way she expects.
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Nazca

Night

US Premier
Italy :: 2003 :: 15 min
director Vincenzo Fattorusso

US :: 2003 :: 2 min
director Hsin Ju Yang

Thursday, March 18, 9:35 pm :: Screening with Giovani

Saturday, March 13, 7:15 pm :: Screening with Rainbow

In some strange way we devalue things as soon as we pronounce them. We believe
we have discovered a cave full of marvelous treasures, and when we reach the light
again we have only false stones and pieces of glass; however, in the darkness the
treasure still continues to shine

On a quiet summer night, the prisoner, Bill, is looking at his girlfriend’s picture in his
cell. A moth breaks his train of thought. Bill is angry. He tries to catch this moth and
kill it. Finally, he catches the moth. However, at the same time he sees the cold metal
bars in the jail. Bill notices that this moth is in a jail with him.

A Night

Nihi

US Premier

Northern California Premier

Egypt :: 2002 :: 30 min
director Soad Shawki :: cast Mohammad Nouh, Lekka
Elkhamessy, Ali Shawki

US :: 2003 :: 44 min
director Brooks Guyer

Soad Shawki in person

Thursday, March 18, 3:45 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #5

Saturday, March 13, 3 pm :: Screening with Yeah Right!

A human relationship starts between a young woman and an older man through a
short voice messege left on the older man’s mobile phone unintentionally. The call
was supposed to go to her boyfriend. This coincidence leads to the older man playing
an important role in their lives.

Nihi is the Hawaiian name given to world-renowned waterman, big wave surfer,
stuntman and global adventurer, Titus Nihi Kinimaka. This film is filled with
mountainous waves, spectacular scenery, and the life-defying experiences of a
modem Hawaiian who honors his past by living in the future.

19 at 11

Nostrum
World Premier

US :: 2003 :: 15 min
director Mike Schwartz :: cast Peter Tomarken,
Michael McColl

US :: 2003 :: 13 min
director Danielle Lurie :: cast Elizabeth Johansson,
Jerod Edington
Danielle Lurie will be in person

Saturday, March 13, 3:10 pm :: Screening with The Scent of Harvest

Wednesday, March 17, 3:10 pm :: Screening with Entertaining Vietnam

A mix of drama, dark humor and real-time suspense, the film takes place behind the
scenes of the 11 o’clock news. Greg, a young reporter, gets his first shot at prime time
when the co-anchor calls in sick. But Roger, senior anchor with a mean streak a mile
wide, plans to make Greg’s first break his last.

A woman’s happy reunion with her boyfriend back from war is at once quelled when
the soldier must reveal a piece of news of death and betrayal she was not prepared to
hear, and he had hoped never to tell.

The Old Man, the Zither, and
the Dragon

Objection III
Switzerland :: 2003 :: 9 min
director Rolando Colla :: cast Margot Maguerite, Sara
Capretti, Andreas Loffel, Markus Amrein

US :: 2003 :: 7 min
director Paul Wei
Paul Wei will be in person

Friday, March 12, 3:40 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #1

Friday, March 12, 4:15 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #2

An Algerian man with an artificial leg is caught by border guards trying to enter
Switzerland with a group of refugees and is sent back to Germany. His artificial leg is
left behind. On finding the prosthesis, the Swiss immigration officials respond rather
nervously as no one wants to be responsible for it.

This is a tale of a father who must rescue his daughter from a dragon... It is also a tale
of a dragon who could not leam to control his jealous nature... It is a story about an
old man, a zither, and a dragon...

One By Two

Oscar

US :: 2003 :: 5 min
director Suruchi Pahwa & Hardeep Kharbanda

Switzerland :: 2003 :: 10 min
director Roberto Martinez :: cast Domenico Pecoraio,
Andres Algar, Thaer Al Tamimi,Nicola Mastroberadino

Thursday, March 18, 4:15 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #6

The space between two people...is it ever enough?

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival

Friday, March 12, 4:15 pm

•

Screening as part of Short Program #2

While Oscar attends his young son’s football match with his father, he remembers his
own glorious time as a footballer and how his own father triumphed by his absence.
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SHORT FILMS
The Patchwork Monkey

PedantPhilia

Northern California Premier
US :: 2003 :: 10 min
director Susan Bell :: cast Kacie Smith, R. Paxton
Martin, Rae James, Lynn Fisher

Thursday, March 18, 4:15 pm

•

Screening as part of Short Program #6

A babysitter’s gift of a patchwork monkey begins a disturbing evening for eight-yearold Tommy and his big sister Carol as they suspect the monkey is more than just a toy.
Adapted from the children’s horror story by Beverly Butler, the film explores childhood
fears that stuffed animals can come true.

US :: 2003 :: 2 min
director Sandra Cheng

Friday, March 12, 3:40 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #1

PedantPhilia: n. the love for teachers. A student falls in love with her photoshop
teacher and realizes she was crazy. This film is semi-autobiographical.

The People

The Personals

Australia :: 2003 :: 11 min
director Michael Noonan :: cast Chaz Green, Elise
Greig, Ashleigh Lawrence, Samantha Kacin

US :: 200 :: 12 min
director Sage Drake & John Westernoff :: cast John
Westernoff
Sage Drake & John Westernoff in person

Friday, March 12, 4:15 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #2

Thursday, March 18, 4:15 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #6

Something is stirring in the Grogan family’s quiet, suburban home. It lurks in the
shadows. It disturbs the quiet. It knows no peace. The time has come for the Grogans
to take matters into their own hands. Today they will make will one final, desperate
bid to reclaim their lives.

A young man responds to different personal ads through an online site. When
everything looks hopeless in not finding her, his soulmate turns out to be a jack russel
terrier.

The Pigeon and the Mouse

The Pope of Pulp

US :: 2003 :: 4 min
director Elsi D. Caldeira Mendes

Brazil :: 2002 :: 15 min
director Carlos Adriano

Saturday, March 13, 10:50 am :: Screening as part of Teen Flix Program

A charitable spirit in an impoverished world.

Wednesday, March 17, 5:15 pm :: Screening with The Last Just Man

Lucchetti (1930) is the pope of pulp in Brazil. He has written horror and detective
stories. He is author of scripts for film, radio and comics. He edited and designed
popular magazines. He made cartoons and experimental abstract animation painted
on film.

Purple Iris

The Question

US :: 2003 :: 7 min
director Mike Gibson :: cast Susan Pilar, Mike Gibson

US :: 2003 :: 4 min
director Ramsel Ruiz :: cast The Suicide Kings

Mike Gibson in person

Thursday, March 18, 4:15 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #6

Friday, March 12, 4:15 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #2

Purple Iris takes a sharp look at a confident, sexy bartender, an infatuation and
awkward attempt to impress, and how the age-old question of “perception versus
reality” will affect two lives forever.

“Have you ever thought about guns?” That’s the question the Suicide Kings demand
you answer in this poem. The Question is a spoken word piece turned film written by
The Suicide Kings and directed by Ramsel Ruiz.

Raise the Cane

Rattle

US :: 2003 :: 24 min
director Stephen A. Buck

US :: 2003 :: 3 min
director Ed Chen

Wednesday, March 17, 3:20 pm

•

Screening as part of Short Program #3

A documentary that follows 100 men and women dressed as Santa Claus who make
an annual pilgrimage to New York City for a night of alcohol and excess.
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Thursday, March 18, 3:45 pm

•

Screening as part of Short Program #5

an animated short film about envy, power and violence – how something small and
insignificant can lead to so much death and emptiness.
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The Real Hussein

SHORT FILMS
Rendezvous
West Coast Premier

US :: 2003 :: 3 min
director Dominic Tocci

Friday, March 12, 4:15 pm

•

Screening as part of Short Program #2

Saddam Hussein has many body doubles, but the U.S. is only interested in the
Real Hussein. Watch Saddam Hussein rap in a parody of Eminem’s ‘’The Real Slim
Shady’’.

Reveille

Australia :: 2003 :: 12 min
director Aaron Wilson :: cast Prue Robbins, Michael
Rafferty, Julia Martin, Zachary High

Sunday, March 14, 7:10 pm :: Screening with Police Woman

Jack is reluctantly meeting up with his ex-lover. This rendezvous, however, is about
more than his infidelity.

Routine

Northern California Premier
US :: 2003 :: 12 min
director Adam & Donovan Montierth :: cast David
James

Israel :: 2003 :: 14 min
director Yuval Shafferman

Wednesday, March 17, 3:20 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #3

Monday, March 15, 9:40 pm :: Screening with The Day My God Died

A Navy Veteran’’s daily routine of putting up the flag in a retirement community is
interrupted when an Army Veteran moves in across the courtyard. They begin a war
of one-upmanship as they fight to beat each other to the flag each morning.

A glimpse into the life of two parents, bearing the Israeli routine, in the shadow of
fear.

Run, Dragon, Run!!

Running Through History, Part One

US :: 2003 :: 5 min
director Ricardo Biriba

US :: 2003 :: 8 min
director Lucinda Luvaas
Lucinda Luvaas in person

Thursday, March 18, 4:15 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #6

Monday, March 15, 5:30 pm :: Screening with Aging Out

Despite popular belief, all dragons aren’t fierce and mean! This is a story about a
sweet and starving Dragon being chased by a wild Medieval mob.

History resonates when we can experience, empathize, or in some way personally
“be” in the period we are learning about; we must absorb the atmosphere of the
times we’re investigating in order to truly appreciate them. Part One covers the WTC
disaster, the Warsaw Ghetto: WWII, the American West and the Gold Rush Days.

Saving Worms

Savior

Teen Flix Program

West Coast Premier

US :: 2003 :: 14 min
director Chris Prouty :: cast Lakieth Evans, Justin
Spackman

Iceland :: 2003 :: 28 min
director Erla Skuladottir :: cast Freydis Kristofersdottir, Kristjana Julia Thorsteinsdottir

Chris Prouty in person

Erla Skuladottir will be in person

Saturday, March 13, 10:50 am :: Screening as part of the Teen Flix Program

Friday, March 12, 5:25 pm :: Screening with Bellissima

This autobiographical short is about a latch-key kid, Eli, who preys to God for a friend.
When Brent and Michael Schultz move in next door, Eli thinks his prayers have been
answered until he realizes Brent has a terminal illness. The film deals with death,
grieving, and the value of friendship.

about a lonely teenage girl’s quest for independence. Forced by her neglectful parents
to spend the summer in a camp for much younger children, Kaja runs away. What she
encounters on her journey are the dangers of the exotic Icelandic wilderness and her
deepest fears.

Seniors for Peace

Shooting Conﬂicts

Marin Filmmakers Program

US Premier

US :: 200 :: 26 min
director David Brown

Israel :: 2003 :: 47 min
director Noam Shalev

David Brown in person

Sunday, March 14, 11:40 am :: Screening as part of Marin Filmmakers Program

“Seniors for Peace” is a documentary on a group of extraordinary, passionate and
articulate anti-war seniors (average age 85) from The Redwoods in Mill Valley, CA.
The committed senior peace group grew to a peak size of 160 members in the weeks
before the war on Iraq and continues It’’s weekly demonstrations today.

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival

Tuesday, March 16, 7:35 pm

•

Screening with The Road to Jenin

For seven years they have witnessed every major event from both sides of the IsraeliPalestinian conflict, filming terrorist attacks, military occupation, aftermaths of suicide
bombings, peace initiatives and human suffering.
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SHORT FILMS
Siyamo

Snap Dragon

Iran/France/Afghanistan :: 2002 :: 27 min
director Mahmoud Reza Sani :: cast Jamal Gol, Nabe
Zade, Mirza Fiez Ahmad, Nasser Zahedi, Freidon
Fakori, Venos Habibi

Uzbekistan/US :: 2003 :: 6 min
director Robert Byington

Jimmy Centeno in person

Saturday, March 13, 8 pm

•

Screening with Return to Kandahar

Robert Byington in person

Thursday, March 18, 7:25 pm :: Screening with Don: Plain and Tall

Women get over you quicker than you get over them. Or so it would seem.

A documentary about Afghanistan and its people. A whimsical and poetic quest for
romantic love in today’’s Afghanistan through tradition and folklore.

Sonny Listening

Stealing Innocence

US :: 2003 :: 14 min
director Sheldon Candis :: cast Andrew Kinney, Art
Evans, Ava Gill

US :: 2003 :: 15 min
director Nancy Stein

Saturday, March 13, 10:50 pm :: Screening as part of the Teen Flix Program

A young boy finds his heart and a friend in a deserted boxing gym.

Wednesday, March 17, 7:05 pm :: Screening with Gaza Strip

Two giris - one Israei and one Palestinian share a special friendship despite their
cultural differences and the war raging around them.

Still Life

Sublime Afghanistan

US :: 2003 :: 5 min
director Andre Lyon

Switzerland :: 2003 :: 8 min
director Claude Baechtold :: cast Music by Googoosh

Friday, March 12, 3:40 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #1

Sat, March 13 8 pm/Tues, March 16, 7:25 pm :: With Return to Kandahar

As a painter attempts to complete a still-life composition, his efforts are repeatedly
confounded as his subjects rearrange themselves whenever he turns away.

This 8 minute photographic animation is made up of 6500 pictures presented in
chronological order with a soundtrack of two songs by the famous Iranian pop-singer,
Googoosh. It tells the story of a six week journey through Afghanistan in March and
April of 2002, just after the American intervention.

Suddenly It Rained

Surprise

Northern California Premier
US/Egypt :: 2003 :: 12 min
director Tim Wilkerson

Canada :: 2002 :: 5 min
director Thomas Newman :: cast Aiden Zanini, Mitra
Castano

Friday, March 12, 10 pm :: Screening with Charkh-O-Falak

Thursday, March 18, 3:45 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #5

A subtle and poetic animated film about two would-be lovers, as they share a moment
together window-shopping downtown. Wonderfully animated with a beautiful lyrical
score by Amir Ismail, this film will speak to the unrequited lover in all of us.

A man comes home to a dark empty house, finding his front door slightly open. Once
inside he lets his imagination get the better of him. He walks around trying to find the
intruder, but instead finds something he never thought of!

Tell Tale Heart

Ten Minutes

US Premier
Canada :: 2003 :: 5 min
director Max Perrier

Wednesday, March 13, 7:20 pm

•

Screening with Public Affair

Loose adaptation of the Tell-Tale Heart by Edgar A. Poe.
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UK :: 2003 :: 16 min
director Ben Mole :: cast Nick Moran, Craig Charles,
Paul Dana, Terri Dwyer, Anatol Yusef, Rosie Felner,
Michael Garner

Wednesday, March 17, 3:45 pm

•

Screening as part of Short Program #4

Andy, the son of magazine owner Brian Starks, has the task of looking after his
father’s top magazine. His main problem is that he’s well out of his depth. It hits
him that he only holds this position due to: a) It’s his father’’s business and; b) he’s
blackmailed his sister ‘’Jessica’’ into not taking the job as Editor-In-Chief.
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SHORT FILMS

Terminal

Third Floor, B

Spain :: 2002 :: 12 min
director Aitzol Armaio

Spain :: 2002 :: 18 min
director Txema Matias

Wednesday, March 17, 9:05 pm :: Screening with Poisons

Wednesday, March 17, 3:20 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #3

A bus driver thinks that a junkie he used to see regularly has died. He regrets not
having helped her. But not long afterwards, she makes an appearance...

The funny thing is that neither he nor Irene was looking for trouble, but both were
guilty of bringing about two very different situations. There’s a secret they both know
but which cannot go beyond those four walls. At least not if they can help it.

30 Miles

This is My Beloved

West Coast Premier
US :: 2003 :: 4 min
director Ronnie Cramer

US :: 2003 :: 3 min
director Steven Torriano Berry

Thursday, March 18, 3:45 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #5

Sunday, March 14, 5:05 pm :: Screening with Day of the Gun

Two rime-lapse accounts of the same 30-mile trip; taken 23 years apart and presented
via split-screen.

A photo essay on man’s inhumanity to man. Still photos edited over words and music
that reveal a glimpse of man’s violent, and often neglectful treatment of his fellow
man. From Slavery to 9/11, we see and understand that death brings pain, pain brings
tears, and no one cries alone.

Thoth

Ticker
BMW Film Series

US :: 2003 :: 42 min
director Sarah Kernochan :: cast Stephen Kaufman

US :: 2003 :: 9 min
director Joe Carnahan :: cast Clive Owen, F. Murray
Abraham, Don Cheadle

Wednesday, March 17, 3:20 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #3

Sunday, March 14, 2:10 pm :: Screening with Behind the Chutes

Multi-racial Stephen Kaufman has been struggling his whole life with issues of identity.
His surprising solution: adopting the name Thoth, he takes to the street with a oneman opera. His mission: no less than the healing of the universe.

The driver rescues a mysterious messenger carrying an even more mysterious
briefcase after an ambush on a rural highway. As a helicopter gunman relentlessly
pursues them, a game of political intrigue plays out, with an unforeseen ending.
The BMW Films Series is Beat the Devil, Hostage, and Ticker

Tides

Topeka

Italy/US :: 2003 :: 14 min
director James Pellerito :: cast Luan Bexheti, Davide
Murtas, Cora Gianolia, Fabio Bozzetti

Spain :: 2002 :: 4 min
director Asier Altuna

Monday, March 15, 7:45 pm :: Screening with The Gift

Sunday, March 14, 11 am :: Screening with A Game of Cat and Mouse

An Albanian father and son flee war-torn Macedonia in search of a better future in
Italy. Once in Venice, the father makes the most painful decision of his life.

The men from a small village make a circle in the middle of the town square. In the
middle of the circle, a fight between two rams...

Tristella’s Tears

Turtle Island

US :: 2003 :: 10 min
director Emy Craciunescu

Spain :: 2002 :: 15 min
director Maru Solores

Emy Craciunescu will be at the 2004 TIFF

Friday, March 12, 4:15 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #2

When Hope is Lost and Tears are cried...Evil’s Powers are multiplied in this Land
where Hope is Gone, A fish finds something on which to hold on... A narrated tale
where Love or Evil may Prevail.

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival

Wednesday, March 17, 3:45 pm

•

Screening as part of Short Program #4

A creature from outer space comes to earth, landing next to an island that looks
something like a petrified tortoise. Her name is Ainhoa, a nine-year-old girl who suffers
from chronic asthma and who has taken on the personal challenge of spending a night
alone on the island pretending she is an extraterrestrial who has discovered it.
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SHORT FILMS
Unerasable Painting

UP

US Premier
Israel :: 2003 :: 5 min
director Sagi Zamoshchik

Thursday, March 18, 3:45 pm

•

Screening as part of Short Program #5

A littel girl drawing a fish on the sea sand. First she doesn’t understand why her
drawings disappear but in the end something magical happens!

US :: 2001 :: 15 min
director Chad S. Park

Friday, March 12, 4:15 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #2

The internal battle between our Dreamer, Realist and Doubter plays out in a desolate
prison world where a prisoner dreaming of the ultimate escape learns to fly.

Upelo

Viktor and His Brothers

US :: 2003 :: 12 min
director Marty Hardin

Sweden :: 2002 :: 30 min
director Marten Klingberg :: cast Axel Zuber, Henrik
Lundstrom, Christoffer Svensson, Ing-Marie Carlsson, Claes Ljungmark

Monday, March 15, 3:15 pm :: Screening with Burma: Anatomy of Terror

Wednesday, March 17, 3:45 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #4

“UPELO” is the Germanic root word for evil. In his latest project, film and video artist,
Marty Hardin, explores war, violence and how people choose to ignore both—which,
as the artist feels, is the greatest evil of all.

It’s late summer. Viktor is ten years old and has two brothers who hate each other.
Viktor’s job is to make sure they never meet. That’s the way it has always been.
Failing would mean disaster. But when father turns fifty, he wants the whole family to
go to the country house. Together.

A Village Across the World

Virus
West Coast Premier

China/US :: 2003 :: 48 min
director Jie Li & Ying Qian

Scotland :: 2003 :: 6 min
director Simon Hynd

Monday, March 15, 5:20 pm :: Screening with As If Nothing Happened

Friday, March 12, 3:40 pm :: Screening as part of Short Program #1

Follow a group of international English-teaching volunteers into a Chinese village.
Tucked away in the mountains, the Huangtian Village at first seemed a poor, forgotten
outpost, yet the splash of the volunteers’ entry uncovered rich historical memories and
changing power structures that directed the life of the village.

A stylish, supernatural thriller about the latest victim of a deadly virus. Andrew is
working late at the office. He receives a blank email from his girlfriend. Andrew
downloads the attachment, a Quick Time move shot from her web cam. He watches
the shocking footage unaware that the same fate awaits him.

The Visage

Waltz

Marin Filmmakers Program

US Premier

US :: 2003 :: 40 min
director Kirk Henderson :: cast Chris Ayles, Derek
Thompson

Finland :: 2003 :: 6 min
director Mikko Keinonen

Kirk Henderson in person

Sunday, March 14, 11:40 am :: Screening as part of Marin Filmmakers Program

A young man accepts the position of watching over the dead body of a spiritualist for
three intense nights. The mysterious man who offered the job seems to know more
than he lets on about the evil that manifests itself nightly, and by the third night, the
young man finds himself enveloped by the same malevolence.

A short film for cello, piano and a wheel chair.

Warriors at Play

The Weed

Canada :: 2002 :: 5 min
director Dean Davis :: cast Grupo Gingando Sempre
(Brazil)

Canada :: 2002 :: min
director Thomas Newman

Friday, March 12, 8 pm :: Screening with Cold As Summer

In a land under the sun, the moon has risen. On an ocean-side cliff, a young boy
awakens to his destiny. Through the brush, he spies souls engaged in acrobatic dance
and martial art. A pastime of slaves, once outlawed, has emerged as a powerful and
deceptive art. The boy has fallen under capoeira’s spell.
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Thursday, March 18, 9:10 pm :: Screening with The Kidnapping

Thursday, March 18, 3:45 pm

•

Screening as part of Short Program #5

1939 – A man tires to relax in his garden after a long day of gardening. He is
tormented by an unwanted weed, which will not die. The gardener tries everything
he can to rid himseldf of the unwanted pest. In the end his drastic measures prove to
worsen his situation.
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SHORT FILMS

White Like the Moon

Win Each Way

Teen Flix Program

Marin Filmmakers Program/US Premier

US :: 2003 :: 22 min
director Marina Gonzalez Palmier

US :: 2003 :: 27 min
director Jeffrey French :: cast Patrick Sieler, Kevin
Kelleher, Clive Chafer, Ian McCoy
Jeffrey French in person

Saturday, March 13, 10:50 am

•

Screening as part of Short Program #1

A young Mexican-American girl struggles for her identity when her mother forces
her to bleach her skin “white” in order to fit into the Texas “Anglo” society in the late
1950’s.

Sunday, March 14, 11:40 am :: Screening as part of Marin Filmmakers

After losing everything on a dream-induced horse bet, Richard Owens is given a
chance to win it all back, along with his dignity, on a dartboard in Northern England.

Within the Wall

A Wondrous Fate

US :: 2003 :: 16 min
director Paula Neiman :: cast Amir Webb, Omari Hardwick, Brandyn Baker, Ryan Wills, Kia Skrine, Adam
Schmalholz, Reggie Gaskins

US :: 2003 :: 17 min
director Jeremy Beim :: cast Chad Donella, Brady
Smith, Danny Wolske, Michael Degood & the Girls

Tuesday, March 16, 5:10 pm :: Screening with Prison Lullabies

Tuesday, March 16, 7:10 pm :: Screening with Some Secrets

A gap in the far wall of the neighborhood front store hosts anonymous drug
transactions. Though his poetry, Eddie, 12, depicts the lives of the those who reside
on both sides of the wall. Conflicting choices collide to spiral Eddie rapidly into The
Hole.

A man who is the last of his friends to still be single attends his best friend’s wedding.
He becomes nostalgic for the past, and in looking back there, he finds his future.

Yum Cha Cha
Australia :: 2003 :: 49 min
director Boyd Britton :: cast Nancy King

Sunday, March 14, 12 pm :: Screening with A Changing Heart

The inspiring story of a Chinese woman rediscovering art and life in a new land.Yum
Cha Cha explores Nancy King’s passion for Australia and Western culture through
painting and also ballroom dancing – a pastime that has taken the Chinese-Australian
community by storm.

The UPS Store
We offer:
• Packaging Services
• Shipping Services
• Copy Services
• Fax Services Notary Services
• Binding & Laminating Services
Convenient Hours:
Monday – Friday 8am-6pm

•

Saturdays 9am – 5pm

The UPS Store
1 Blackﬁeld Dr. • Tiburon, CA • 94920 • Ph: (415) 388-6815 • Fx: (415) 388-6816 • e-mail: store3701@theupsstore.com
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SHORT PROGRAM SCHEDULE
SHORT PROGRAM 1

SHORT PROGRAM 2

SHORT PROGRAM 3

SHORT PROGRAM 4

Friday, March 12, 3:40 pm

Friday, March 12, 4:15 pm

Wednesday, March 17, 3:20 pm

Wednesday, March 17, 3:45 pm

Free Line
Cat Eyes
Virus
Idle
Blueberry
Objection III
The Fish That Bites Its Tail
Dear Sweet Emma
Still Life
Food Chain
Bludren
PedantPhilia

The Real Hussein
The People
Black Gulch
The Question
The Old Man, the Zither, and the
Dragon
UP
Tristella’s Tears
Oscar

Third Floor, B
Reveille
Raise the Cane
Thoth

Ten Minutes
Copelessness
Viktor and His Brothers
Turtle Island

SHORT PROGRAM 5

SHORT PROGRAM 6

SHORT PROGRAM 7

TEEN FLIX PROGRAM

Thursday, March 18, 3:45 pm

Thursday, March 18, 4:15 pm

Thursday, March 18, 3:30 pm

Saturday, March 13, 10:50 am

Rattle
A Night
Surprise
The Weed
Bathing
Extn. 21
Unerasable Painting
30 Miles
Cyclone

Debug?
The Patchwork Monkey
Hitch Hiker
Life for a Thread
Run, Dragon, Run!
The Man on the Boat
One By Two
The Personals
Aeroplane Man
The Car
Purple Iris

Another Way of Seeing Things
The Collector
Grandpa’s Games

Carter’s Wish
Brothers
Sonny Listening
The Garden
The Pigeon and the Mouse
Saving Worms
Madison Rye
White Like the Moon
You can find more info about this
program on page 5.

MARIN FILMMAKERS PROGRAM

TICKETS

Sunday, March 14, 11:40 am

GET YOUR TIFF TICKETS TODAY TO MAKE SURE YOU DON’T
MISS ANY OF THE FESTIVAL FUN

Alive
The Landfill
Seniors for Peace
The Visage
Win Each Way

Tickets are available through the website. Just visit www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
and look for the links at the bottom of each page. Tickets are also available
for purchase at the festival office.

All five filmmakers will participate in a Q & A session
following the films
You can find more info about this
program on page 4.

Also, for you film buffs out there, be sure to check out the Festifval Pass, a week-long
pass to all the films the festival offers, plus some special perks for just $500.
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com • 415.381.4123 • info@TiburonFilmFestival.com

TIFF SUPPORTERS
The Tiburon International Film Festival wishes to recognize and thank the following supporters for their generous contributions to the festival. The tax-deductible contributions
to the TIFF, an IRS recognized 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, have enabled us to continue to bring the best independent films in the world to our community.
Stephen Silberstein
Alexander Anolik
Soori & Hossein Arzang
Cate & Cam Baker
Habib & Shabla Bakhshi
Kim Baltzell
Douglas Barry
Crowell Beech
Richard & Ann Behrman
David & Riva Berelson
Harvey "Skip" & Brenda Berg
Isabelle Bird
David Blaza
Juliette Bonelli
Rosalyn Brandt
Jim Burke
Mike & Liz Canady
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John Carbone, Jr.
Patell Catell
Amy Cerussi
M & H Charles
Helen Clawson
Geoffrey & Lynette Collins
Robert & Jackie Crowder
T.I. Davis & M.N. Plant
Fraser & Helen Drake Muirhead
Patricia Duggan
James Durham
Grace Elijah
Judith Ets-Hokin
Marielle & Christer Fagerston
Cathy & Matt Frymier
Gisele Goldberg
Steven Kravitz & Valerie Montaque

Richard & Lorrie Greene
Mary Lang
Teri & Michael Lasky
David Laub, M.D.
Noelle Leca
George & Kit Lee
Gerald & Debbie Levine
Tom & Diane Levinson
Jim & Emily Levorson
Daniel MacEachron
Catherine MacMillan
Peter & Melanie Maler
Donna Martine
John & Cynthia McGuinn
Klaus & Linda Meinberg
Barbara Meislin
Gabriel Mendez

Carol Miller
Kenneth Miller
William Moorehouse, Jr.
Barbara Morrison & Dennis O'Brien
M. Mousavizadeh
Terry & Jack Mussey
Chip & Arlene Nielsen
Cherry Noble
David & Kathleen Dell Norman
Scott Patterson
Roddney R. & Marilyn K. Patula
Corrie & Bob Peirce
Dow & Horry Pruett
James & Stephanie Pugash
Janet Raiche
Margaret Reuss
Mary, Teghi, & Ali Rezain

Nancy Rogers
Mel Ronick
Edgar Ross
Milton Schwartz
Glenn & Lori Shannon
Tom Snyder
Julie & Steven Soja
Samantha Winter
To Contribute, please contact us at:
415.381.4123 or
info@TiburonFilmFestival.com
Contributions can be sent to:
Tiburon International Film Festival
P.O. Box 544
Tiburon, CA 94920

OFFICIAL SPONSORS

KQED
Public Broadcasting for Northern California

w w w . k q e d . c o m

MARIN INDEPENDENT JOURNAL
Marin’s largest publication • “The IJ Serves Marin”

w w w . m a r i n i j . c o m

THE ARK NEWSPAPER
Tiburon’s Newspaper

SF WEEKLY
An alternative, weekly San Francisco publication

w w w . s f w e e k l y . c o m
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F I L M S
Afghanistan

Return to Kandahar
Siyamo

Argentina
Black Box
Raymundo

Australia

Granpa’s Games
Man on the Boat, The
Outback Opera
People, The
Welcome to the Waks Family
Yum Cha Cha

Austria

Into the Fire: American Women in
the Spanish Civil War

AROUND
B Y

Apnea
Cold as Summer
Lost Film, The
Marguerite Duras As She Was
Me and My White Friend
Mods
On Hitler’s Highway
Public Affair
Road to Jenin, The
Seventeen Years Old
Siyamo
Warriors of Beauty, The

Japan

Taiwan

Georgia

Waltz

France

Another Way of Seeing Things
Changing Heart, A
Little Planet, A

Latvia

Thailand

Lebanon

Turkey

Love Parade

Born in Beirut
Lost Film, The

Germany

Luxemberg

United Kingdom

Last Soviet Movie, The

China

Herdsmen
Rainbow
Trading Women
Village Across the World, A
Yum Cha Cha

Columbia

Game of Cat and Mouse, A

Cuba

90 Miles
Bola De Nieve
Deep Silence
Havana Feelings

Czech Republic
Some Secrets

Denmark
Crossing, The

Egypt

Cyclone
Night, A
Suddenly It Rained

Holland

Crossing, The

India

Day My God Died, The
I Have Found It
Peck on the Cheek, A

Iran

United States

Dark Cities
Deep Silence

Montenegro

Poland

Bellissima
My Roast Chicken
My Town
On Hitler’s Highway

Portugal

Mini Driver Project

Russia

Caucasian Roulette
Poisons

And Along Came a Spider
Beyond
Scotland
Beyond Words
But You Speak Such Good English Virus
Iran is My Home
Mystic Iran: The Unseen World
Serbia
Scent of Harvest, The
Professional, The
Siyamo
Ta’zieh: Another Narration
Tree That Remembers, The

Ireland

Burning the Bed
Hitch Hiker

Israel

As If Nothing Happened
Barbeque People, The
Free Loaders
Independence Day
Road to Jenin, The
Routine
Shooting Conflicts
Unerasable Painting

Italy

Calogero’s Day Off
Gift, The
Giovani
High Speed
Life and Times of Count Luchino
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Another Way of Seeing Things
Collector

Phillipines

Mexico

Iceland
Savior

Trading Women

Professional, The
Magnifico

Cross
World Again, The

Charkh-O-Falak

Aeroplane Man
Andout
Car, The
Extn. 21
Garden
High Speed
Normal Life, A
Ten Minutes
Win Each Way

Greece

Beyond
Bingo Ladies
Blueberry
Clearing Skies
Fata Morgana
Last Just Man, The
Luminous
Return to Kandahar
Singing in the Shadow: The
Children of Rock Royalty
Surprise
Tell Tale Heart
Weed, The
Warriors at Play

Debug?
Night

Tajikistan

2009 Lost Memories

Canada

Somalia

Angel Returns, The

Spain

Anita Takes A Chance
Bola De Nieve
Fire Butterflies
Fish That Bit Its Tail, The
Grass
Into the Fire: American Women in
the Spanish Civil War
Police Woman
Terminal
Third Floor, B
Topeka
Turtle Island

Sweden

SEVEN DAYS

Code, The
Oscar
Sublime Afghanistan

Korea

Whose is this Song?

Bulgaria

IN

C O U N T R Y
Switzerland

Charlie Chaplin: The Forgotten
Years
Crossing, The
Dennis Hopper: Create (or Die)
Havana Feelings
Objection III
On Hitler’s Highway
Singing in the Shadow: The
Children of Rock Royalty

Darling Stranger
Life for a Thread
Pope of Pulp, The
Run, Dragon, Run!!

WORLD

Visconti, The
Mozambique Where Film Goes
Nazca
Tides

Finland

High Speed

Brazil

THE

Desert Holiday Nightmare
Viktor and His Brothers

19 at 11
30 Miles
90 Miles
Aging Out
Alive
Annihiliation of Fish, The
Another Way of Seeing Things
Arizona
Autumn
Bathing
Beat the Devil
Behind the Chutes
Birdon
Black Gulch
Bludren
Boobie Girl
Book of Stars, The
Born in Beirut
Breakfast with Hunter
Brothers
Burma: Anatomy of Terror
C-Flat
Calogero’s Day Off
Carter’s Wish
Cat Eyes
Charlie: The Life and Art of Charlie
Chaplin
Copelessness
Cyclone
Day My God Died, The
Day of the Gun
Dear Sweet Emma
Don: Plain and Tall
Entertaining Vietnam
Eroica!
Eulogy
Eve’s Dropping In
Family X-Mas, A
Faust/Faustus in Deptford
Fire Butterflies
Food Chain
Free Line
Gaza Strip
George Stevens: A Filmmaker’s
Journey
Gun (6 to 7:30 pm), The
Hey Baby

Hidden In Plain Sight
Hostage
Hot Winter Night
I Promise Africa
Idle
Immersion
Ingrate, The
Into the Fire: American Women in
the Spanish Civil War
Kidnapping of Ingrid
Bettancourt, The
Klara and Michelle
Landfill, The
Letdown, The
Life on Jupiter: The Story of Jans
Nygaard, Musician
Love Sick
Madison Rye
Memo, The
Michelangelo: Self Portrait
Mini Driver Project
Night
Nihi
Nine Months
Normal Life, A
Nostrum
Old Man, The Zither, and The
Dragon, The
On Hitler’s Highway
One By Two
Paris
Patchwork Monkey, The
PedantPhilia
Personals, The
Pigeon and the Mouse, The
Prison Lullabies
Purple Iris
Question, The
Raise the Cane
Rattle
Real Hussein, The
Reveille
Run, Dragon, Run!!
Running Through History, Part One
Saving Worms
Scent of Harvest
Searching for Paradise
Seniors for Peace
Shane
Snap Dragon
Sonny Listening
Stealing Innocence
Stll Life
Suddenly It Rained
Village Across the World, A
Visage, The
Singing in the Shadow: The
Children of Rock Royalty
This Is My Beloved
Thoth
Ticker
Tides
Trading Women
Tristella’s Tears
UP
Upelo
When I Was Fourteen: A Survivor
Remembers
White Like the Moon
Win Each Way
Within the Wall
Wondrous Fate, A
Yeah Right!

Uzbekistan
Snap Dragon

Yugoslavia
Normal Life, A
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FESTIVAL INFORMATION
Visit www.TiburonFilmFestival.com for all information about the festival and its films, including an online version of the schedule, or stop by our office at
1680 Tiburon Blvd. in Tiburon to ask us a question.

TIBURON PLAYHOUSE THEATER

PARKING

40 Main St, Tiburon

The Playhouse Theater is located directly adjacent to a private parking lot that charges.
Some street parking is provided by the Town of Tiburon, though the number of spaces is
limited. The TIFF is not responsible for any parking violations or fines incurred. Other pay
parking lots are available for use a short walking distance from the theater.

The Tiburon Playhouse Theater is located just off Main Street in Downtown Tiburon. A
MapQuest map is available on the festival website for your convenience.

Main St.

TIBURON, CA
Playhouse
Theater

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
For information about getting to the TIFF by public transportation, contact Golden Gate
Transit at 415.923.2000 for bus times to and from Tiburon. Golden Gate Transit also offers
Ferry service to Corte Madera and bus service from there into Tiburon.

Tiburon Blvd.
FROM NOTH OR SOUTH U.S. 101, TAKE THE TIBURON/E. BLITHEDALE EXIT. FROM SOUTH 101
TURN LEFT. FROM NORTH 101, TURN RIGHT. GO EAST ON TIBURON BLVD. TAKE TIBURON
BLVD. INTO TIBURON TO MAIN ST.

Ferry service is also available through Blue & Gold Fleet Ferries. Contact them at
415.705.8200 or at www.blueandgoldfleet.com for ferry schedules and fares.

IMPORTANT TICKET INFORMATION

TICKETS
It's easy to get your tickets to this year's TIFF. Tickets
are on sale now. Tickets are available to be purchased in
several ways:
• Order 24 hours a day at www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
• Stop by the festival office at 1680 Tiburon Blvd. Purchases
made at the festival office may be by credit card, though credit
card orders will not be taken by mail, fax, or phone
• Tickets may be purchased in-person at the Playhouse Theater
Box Office on the day a film is screened.

Please Note:
• When ordering, be sure to choose your films carefully.
All ticket orders are final. Tickets are non-refundable and
cannot be exchanged.
• All tickets will be available for pick-up at will call on
the day of the screening. Tickets purchased online using TicketWeb can be mailed if purchased far enough
in advance.

FILM TITLE / TIFF MERCHANDISE

DATE/SIZE

• The TIFF is not responsible for lost, stolen, damaged, or
forgotten tickets.
• All tickets are sold on a first-come, first-serve basis.
Charges and Fees:
• TicketWeb does charge its own processing fee that
is unrelated to the TIFF.
• A $25 fee is charged for each returned check.

QUANTITY

TOTAL PRICE

TOTAL

Please print legibly

Regular Tickets $10 • Children (12 & under) $7
NAME

Festival Pass $500
Souvenir TIFF T-Shirts $15 • Posters $6 • Hats $20

ADDRESS

Send check or money order to:
CITY

PHONE
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STATE

EMAIL

ZIP CODE

Tiburon International Film Festival
P.O. Box 544, Tiburon, California 94920
Phone: 415.381.4123 • Fax: 415.388.4123
info@TiburonFilmFestival.com
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A
Aeroplane Man, 26
Aging Out, 10
Alive, 26
And Along Came A Spider, 10
Andout, 26
The Angel Returns, 10
Anita Takes A Chance, 10
The Annihilation of Fish, 10
Another Way of Seeing Things, 26
Apnea, 26
As If Nothing Happened, 10
Arizona, 26
Autumn, 26

B
The Barbecue People, 11
Bathing, 26
Beat the Devil, 26
Behind the Chutes, 11
Bellissima, 11
Beyond, 26
Beyond Words, 27
Bindo Ladies, 27
Birdon, 27
Black Box, 11
Black Gulch, 27
Bludren, 27
Blueberry, 27
Bola De Nieve, 11
Boobie Girl, 27
The Book of Stars, 11
The Bookstore, 12
Born in Beirut, 27
Breakfast with Hunter, 12
Brothers, 27
Burma: Anatomy of Terror, 12
Burning the Bed, 27
But You Speak Such Good English, 28

C
C-Flat, 28
Calogero’s Day Off, 28
The Car, 28
Carter’s Wish, 28
Cat Eyes, 28
Caucasian Roulette, 12
A Changing Heart, 12
Charkh-O-Falak, 12
Charlie Chaplin: The Forgotten Years, 12
Charlie: The Life and Art of
Charlie Chaplin, 13
Clearing Skies, 28
The Code, 28
Cold As Summer, 13
The Collector, 28
Copelessness, 28
Cross, 29
The Crossing, 13
Cyclone, 29

D
Dark Cities, 13
Darling Stranger, 13
The Day My God Died, 13
Dear Sweet Emma, 29
Debug?, 29
Deep Silence, 29
Dennis Hopper: Create (or Die), 14

Desert Holiday Nightmare, 29
Don: Plain and Tall, 14

E
Entertaining Vietnam, 14
Eroica!, 14
Eve’s Dropping In, 29
Eulogy, 29
Extn. 21, 29

F
A Family X-Mas, 29
Fata Morgana, 30
Faust/Faustus in Deptford, 30
Fire Butterflies, 30
The Fish That Bites Its Tail, 30
Food Chain, 30
Free Line, 30
Free Loaders, 30

G
A Game of Cat and Mouse, 14
The Garden, 30
Gaza Strip, 14
George Stevens: A Filmmaker’s Journey, 15
The Gift, 15
Giovani, 15
Grandpa’s Games, 30
Grass, 30
Gun (From 6 to 7:30 pm), 15

H
Havana Feelings, 15
Herdsmen, 15
Hey Baby, 31
Hidden In Plain Sight, 16
High Speed, 16
Hitch Hiker, 31
Hostage, 31
Hot Winter Night, 31

I
I Have Found It, 16
I Promise Africa, 31
Idle, 31
Immersion, 31
Independence Day, 31
The Ingrate, 31
Into the Fire: American Women in the
Spanish Civil War, 16
Iran Is My Home, 16

K
Klara and Michelle, 31
The Kidnapping of Ingrid Bettancourt, 16

L
The Landfill, 17
The Last Just Man, 17
The Last Soviet Movie, 17
The Letdown, 32
The Life and Times of Count Luchino
Visconti, 17
Life for a Thread, 32
Life on Jupiter: The Story of Jens Nygaard,
Musician, 17
A Little Planet, 32
The Lost Film, 17
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INDEX
Love Parade, 32
Love Sick, 32
Luminous, 32

M
Madison Rye, 32
Magnifico, 18
The Man on the Boat, 32
Marguerite Duras As She Was, 18
Me and My White Friend, 18
The Memo, 32
Michelangelo: Self Portrait, 18
Mini Driver Project, 32
Mods, 18
Mozambique Where Film Goes, 18
My Roast Chicken, 19
My Town, 19
Mystic Iran: The Unseen World, 19

N
Nazca, 33
Night, 33
A Night, 33
Nihi, 33
Nine Months, 19
A Normal Life, 19
Nostrum, 33

Running Through History, Part One, 35

S
Saving Worms, 35
Savior, 35
The Scent of Harvest, 22
Searching for Paradise, 22
Seniors for Peace, 35
Seventeen Years Old, 22
Shane, 22
Shooting Conflicts, 35
Singing in the Shadow: The Children of
Rock Royalty, 22
Siyamo, 36
Snap Dragon, 36
Some Secrets, 22
Sonny Listening, 36
Stealing Innocence, 36
Still Life, 36
Sublime Afghanistan, 36
Suddenly It Rained, 36
Surprise, 36

T

Ta’zieh: Another Narration, 23
Tell Tale Heart, 36
Ten Minutes, 37
Terminal, 37
O
Third Floor, B, 37
Objection III, 33
This Is My Beloved, 37
The Old Man, the Zither, and the Dragon, 33 Thoth, 37
On Hitler’s Highway, 19
Ticker, 37
One By Two, 33
Tides, 37
Oscar, 33
Topeka, 37
Outback Opera, 20
Trading Women, 23
The Tree That Remembers, 23
Tristella’s Tears, 37
P
Turtle Island, 37
Paris, 20
The Patchwork Monkey, 33
U
A Peck on the Cheek, 20
Unerasable Painting, 38
UP, 38
PedantPhilia, 34
Upelo, 38
The People, 34
The Personals, 34
The Pigeon and the Mouse, 34
Poisons, 20
V
Police Woman, 20
Viktor and His Brothers, 38
The Pope of Pulp, 34
A Village Across the World, 38
Prison Lullabies, 20
Virus, 38
The Professional, 21
The Visage, 38
Public Affair, 21
W
Purple Iris, 34
Waltz, 38
Q
Warriors At Play, 38
The Question, 34
The Warriors of Beauty, 23
The Weed, 38
Welcome to the Waks Family, 23
R
When I Was Fourteen: A Survivor
Rainbow, 21
Remembers, 23
Raise the Cane, 34
White Like the Moon, 39
Rattle, 34
Whose Song Is This?, 24
Raymundo, 21
Win Each Way, 39
The Real Hussein, 34
Within the Wall, 39
Rendezvous, 35
A Wondrous Fate, 39
Return to Kandahar, 21
The World Again, 24
Reveille, 35
The Road to Jenin, 21
Y
Routine, 35
Yeah Right!, 24
Run, Dragon, Run!, 35
Yum Cha Cha, 39
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2004 S C H E D U L E
10 am
F
R
I
D
A
Y

m
a
r
c
h
1
2

11 am

12 pm

1 pm

2 pm

#2

#3

#1

10:50 :: Teen Flix Program

#2

11 am
Filmmakers Panel Discussion

#3

11:20 :: Born in Beirut;
The Angel Returns

1:00 :: Mini Driver Project;
The Last Soviet Movie

m
a
r
c
h

S
U
N
D
A
Y

m
a
r
c
h

#2

11:40 :: Marin Filmmakers Program

1
4

#3

12:00 :: Calogero’s Day Off;
Yum Cha Cha; A Changing Heart

M
O
N
D
A
Y

m
a
r
c
h
1
5

T
U
E
S
D
A
Y

4 pm

#1

S
A
T
U
R
D
A
Y

1
3

3 pm

#1

2:45 :: Eroica!;
Life on Jupiter
3:00 :: Hey Baby;
Nihi; Yeah Right!

1:00 :: Klara and Michelle;
Seventeen Years Old

4:30 :: 19 at 11;
The Scent of Harvest

12:45 :: Mods; A Normal Life

Q&A

12:50 :: Michelangelo

Q&A

3:10 :: Eve’s;
Bola De Nieve
3:00 :: The Ingrate;
Breakfast W/Hunter

2:10 :: Ticker; Behind the Chutes

#1

3:05 :: I Promise
Africa; The Memo;...

#2

3:15 :: Upelo;
Burma

#3

3:20 :: Dark
Cities
3:00 :: Clearing Skies;
Into the Fire: American...

m
a
r
c
h

#2

3:10
The Lost Film

1
6

#3

3:10
The Lost Film

#1

W
E
D
N
E
S
D
A
Y

m
a
r
c
h

#1

3:10 :: A Family
X-Mas; Nostrum;...

#2

3:20 :: Short
Program 3

1
7

#3

T
H
U
R
S
D
A
Y

m
a
r
c
h
1
8

#1
#2

#3

3:30 :: Short
Program 7

www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
4 pm

5 pm

2004 S C H E D U L E

6 pm

3:40
Short Program 1

7 pm

8 pm

6:00 :: Birdon; Herdsmen

4:15 :: Short Program 2
4:30 :: Faust/Faustus;
Marguerite Duras As She Was

Q&A

5:15 :: The Life and Times of Count
Luchino Visconti
5:00 :: Burning the Bed;
Searching for Paradise
5:05 :: This Is My Beloved;
Day of the Gun

Mozambique

5:10 :: Running Through History;
Aging Out
5:00 :: Fata Morgana; Outback Opera;
Havana Feelings
5:15 :: Independece Day;
The Barbecue People
5:20 :: Within the Wall;
Prison Lullabies

3:20 :: Short Program 3

5:15 :: The Pope of Pulp;
The Last Just Man
5:25 :: Love Parade, The
Letdown; Chaplin: Forgotten

3:45 :: Short Program 4

5:30 :: Raymundo

5:35 :: Beyond;
Ta’zieh: Another Narration

3:45 :: Short Program 5

4:15 :: Short Program 6

Short Program 7

6:00 :: C-Flat;
Whose Is This Song?

5:20 :: Fire Butterflies; Black Box

9:25 :: Luminous; A Little Planet;
Singing in the Shadow: Children of Rock Royalty
9:15 :: Immersion; Andout;
The Warriors of Beauty

7:35 :: A Peck on the Cheek

5:20 :: A Village Across the World;
As If Nothing Happened

Entertaining
Vietnam

9:10 :: Grass; Trading Women

7:10 :: Rendezvous;
Police Woman

Q&A

7:20 :: Nine Months

Q&A

Q&A

9:40 :: Routine;
The Day My God Died

7:25 :: Sublime Afghanistan;
The Crossing

9:25 :: Love Sick; Darling Stranger

7:35 :: Shooting Conflicts;
The Road to Jenin

9:35 :: Magnifico

7:10 :: A Wonderous Fate; Some
Secrets

9:30 :: Cross; The World Again

9:00 :: Apnea; Me and My White Friend

7:10 :: But You Speak...;
Iran Is My Home
7:20 :: Tell Tale Hear;
Public Affair
7:25 :: Snap Dragon;
Don: Plain and Tall
7:45 :: Eulogy;
Dennis Hopper: Create (or Die)
7:20 :: Arizona; The Annihilation of Fish

10:10 :: Desert...Nightmare;
Hidden In Plain Sight
9:20 :: Beyond Words; Mystic Iran

7:45 :: Tides; The Gift

7:05 :: Stealing Innocence;
Gaza Strip

10:00 :: The Code;
The Gun (From 6 to 7:30 pm)
9:45 :: 2009 Lost Memories

7:25 :: The Tree That Remembers;
And Along Came a Spider

Q&A

5:10 :: Welcome to the Waks Family;
When I Was Fourteen

3:20 :: Dark Cities

Q&A

7:00 :: I Have Found It

4:40 :: Charlie: The Life and Art of
Charlie Chaplin

Q&A

8:00 :: Sublime Afghanistan; Siyamo;
Return to Kandahar
7:15 :: Night; Rainbow

10:10 :: The Professional

10:10 :: Beat the Devil;
Caucasian Roulette

7:50 :: Shane

Q&A

5:25 :: Hostage; High Speed

10:05 :: Autumn;
Anita Takes A Chance

8:00 :: Warriors At Play; Cold As Summer

Q&A

11 pm
10:00 :: Charkh-O-Falak

7:50 :: Suddenly It Rained; The Bookstore

6:15 :: Deep Silence; 90 Miles

5:20 :: George Stevens:
A Filmmaker’s Journey

10 pm

7:45 :: Boobie Girl; The Book of Stars Q & A

Q&A

5:25 :: Savior; Bellissima

9 pm

9:05 :: Terminal; Poisons

9:10 :: My Roast Chicken; My Town

9:10 :: Waltz; The Kidnapping of
Ingrid Bettancourt
9:35 :: Nazca; Giovani

9:30 :: Hot Winter Night; Paris

